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OUTLINE 
A. The question of the relationship of Hosea and Jere-
miah is by no means a new one, but has not been 
systematically studied by any scholar, though recog-
nized by nearly all students of either book. 
I. This study does not pretend to be highly ori-
ginal; its apologia~~ is found only in 
its comparison of the two books. 
I I . This study is the outgrowth of an interest 
develo ped during the author's undergraduate 
days and long continued. 
B. The question is two-fold: we must take a stand on 
certain critical questions; we can then proceed 
to a comparison of the two books. 
I. The books of Hosea and Jeremiah respectively 
present numerous critical questions, some of 
which we shall consider, since they bear upon 
our problem ... 
1. The book of Hosea, the text of which has 
been badly mutilated, tempts one to dras-
tic measures. 
a. The date of the book is not easy to 
determine exactly. 
• 
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(1) The book was prepared in part by 
Hosea but did not reach its final 
form until after the exile. 
(a) While the events of chapters 
1-3 occurred before the death 
of Jeroboam IIJ I think the 
two sections developed in lit-
erary form at the same time 
( 743-?35). 
(b) Not only from internal evidence 
but from the influence exerted 
on later books such as Deuteronomy, 
Isaiah and Jeremiah, do we know 
that there was a book of Hosea 
earlier than the exile. 
(c) Many scholars think there was 
a Judaistic revision after the 
exile, and some believe the 
book as it stands contains 
traces showing it was not com-
pleted till after the Greek 
period. 
( 2) We may conclude that if Jeremiah had 
Hosea's writings they were not in 
the form in which we now know them, 
• 
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but contained a message similar 
to that of our book of Hosea, con-
sisting of the pre-exilic portions 
of our book. 
b. The many questions in regard to chapters 
one and three are of interest since upon 
these is built an analogy which is aJ. oo 
found in Jeremiah 1 s writings. 
(1) There are various interpretations 
of the relationship between chap-
ters one and three, of which the 
following are typical: 
(a) There is no relationship between 
them. 
(b) Chapter three is parallel to 
chapter one. 
(c) Chapter three supplements chap-
ter one. 
(d) Chapter three belongs betv!een 
verse nine of chapter one and 
verse one of chapter two,--
which seems to us the best in-
terpretation of the problem. 
( 2) There are various ways of interpret-
ing Hosea's experience as narrated 
herein. 
• 
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(a) Allegorically. 
(b) Literally. 
( c )"Proleptically. 11 This seems most 
logical to us , since in t hi s 
case the interpretation is that 
Hosea having had the experience, 
read back into it the divine 
command and dated t h e conscious 
beginning of his call to prophesy 
from it. 
( i) The story has the ring of 
truth in it interpreted 
this way. 
(ii) It gives us the literal 
interpretation purged of 
its objectionable features. 
(iii) It is typical of human 
nature's reaction to such 
a situation. 
c. The original and essential elements in 
the book are difficult to discover, but 
certain princi plea on which material zmy 
be rejected or accepted may be found. 
2. The book of Jeremiah. 
a • The date o f the book • 
(1) The book of Jeremiah covers a long 
• 
v 
period of time {626 -after 586) 
and is far from being a unit. 
( 2) Numerous stages in its composition 
and. compilation may be recognized, 
those of the older portions being 
well substantiated by the text. 
( 3) Many of these stages must be neces-
sa~ily somewhat hypothetical, but 
the process may be represented by 
some such scheme as the following: 
{a) The roll of Jehoiakim 1 s fourth 
year (604): a summary of the 
prophecies delivered during 
twenty-three years and writ-
ten by Baruch. Jer. 36. 
{b) The rewritten roll of the fifth 
year of Jehoiakim ~03): the 
same prophecie s "with many 
additio ns. Jer. 36:22. 
(c) These prophecies already men-
tioned with the addition of 
those uttered in the seventeen 
years between 603 and 586 (the 
eleventh year of Zedekiah). 
Jer. 1:3. 
(d) Narratives relating to events 
• 
• 
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after 586 B. P. were added some-
time later,-- probably not until 
towa:.rd the close of the exile • 
(e) Two other groups of writings were 
also added at some time: 
(i) Biographical narratives re-
lating to Jehoiakim's 
reign and also to Zedekiah's 
reign were probably added at 
various stages. Some of these, 
at least, are from Baruch's 
hand. In fact, the narratives 
in the third person are con-
sidered by most scholars to 
be his work, though not he, 
but various redactors, must 
be blamed for the lack of 
chronological order now pre-
vailing in the book. 
( ii) There are also numerous ad-
ditions, glosses, insertions, 
etc., more or less traceable, 
probably spread over many years 
and due to many hands, some of 
which were Deuteronomic. This 
stage was not completed till 
• 
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after the exile. 
(4) No agreement has been reached by scho-
lars as to just what period each sec-
tion of' Jeremiah belongs, but many 
of the prophecies are dated or con-
tain references which date them 
more or less accurately, as examples 
of attempts at chronological ar-
rangement show. 
b. The contents of the roll of Baruch. 
(1) We cannot be certain just what it con-
tained, though it doubtless included: 
(a) Jeremiah's call. 
4-19. 
cf. Jer. 1:2, 
(b) Prophecies s poken with reference 
to Judah and the nations from 
the early period.cf.Jer.2-6,7:7-9:26. 
(c) Possibly some prophecies dealing 
with the reign of Jehoiakim, but 
how many we do not know. Jer. 10: 
17-25.cf.for e.g. Jer.25:1-10;15-
26; and 25:27-38. 
(2) As far as the second edition is con-
cerned, we only know that "many like 
words were added. 
(a) Unless we assume a long period of 
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time between the two editions, we 
must not suppose a large number of 
later prophecies were added. 
(b) If the addition consisted of pro-
phecies fro m the early period not 
included in the first roll, we are 
unable to dete~ine which they were. 
(3) In general, we may aay that the roll 
probably included 1:1-2,4-19;2-6 (ex-
cept parts of Ch. 3); 7-9:26; 10:17-25; 
possibly the nucleus of 11; 12:1-3,5,6; 
the nucleus of 25; and additional material, 
which we cannot now trace. 
c. The comparison of the masoretic and LXX texts. 
(1) ,There is more difference between these 
two texts in t he case of Jeremiah than 
in the case of any other part of the 
Old Testament. 
(2) While only one hundred words of t he 
LXX are absent in the Hebrew, 2700 
of the Hebrew are not found in the 
LXX, amounting to about one eighth 
of the work. 
(3) The most considerable difference in 
the transposition of chapters 46-51 
on foreign nations which are inserted 
ix 
in chapter 25 after verse 13 in the 
LXX. 
{4) The character of the differences 
varies: it is probable that some 
of the passages are found in the 
LXX in the purer form, and that 
they are expanded or glossed in 
the Hebrew; on the other hand, the 
Hebrew sometimes seems the prefer-
able text. 
(5) The reasons for the variations are 
as different as the types of vari-
ation#-- e.g, scribal errors, at-
tempts at interpretation, necessity 
for haste in transcription, etc. 
(6) Careful comparison of the text has 
led scholars to believe that the 
Masoretic text and the Hebrew text 
from which the LXX was translated, 
are two different recensions of 
Jeremiah, of the same recension 
in two stages of its history. 
(7) We cann ot say that either text is 
unconditionally better, but the 
majority of scholars favor the 
Masoretic text, which we shall 
• 
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follow. 
II. There are striking simdlarities between Hosea and 
Jeremiah from which we may draw certain conclusions • 
1. While a com pari eon a f lio sea with his predeces-
sors is of interest, that with his successors 
is even more illuminating. 
2. There are traces of Hosea's creative and pioneer 
influence in Deuteronomy, Jeremiah, II Isaiah, 
Ezekiel, and even the Hew Testament,e.g., Isaiah 
50:1; Deuteronomy ?:?,8,10,15; Ezekiel 34:25; 
Romans 9 : 25 , 26 • 
3. Nowhere is the influence more keenly felt than 
in Jeremiah. Hence, our problem is to discover 
the relationship between the two books. 
4. Similarity between Jeremiah and Hosea may be 
traced in the following points: 
a. Jeremiah's relation to Deuteronomy; both 
drew from Hosea, and hence are similar but 
also different because of the difference in 
interpretation of Hosea's teaching. e.g., 
Jeremiah 1:15-16; 2:19-21,23; 3:24 ; 1?:2. 
b. Their respective temperaments. 
c. The circumstances under which they preached • 
d. Their descent and family association. 
e. Their attitude toward Israel's history. 
f. Their attitude toward il l i1 -, 
• 
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(1) Vfuo brought them from Egypt. e.g. 
Hosea 13:4,6; Jeremiah 2:6. 
(2) Vfuose relationship to Israel was 
that of a husband to his wife. 
e.g., Hosea 2; Jeremiah 3T:.lf. 
(3) Whase yearning love for Israel 
urges her repentance. e.g., 
Hosea 11:8,9; Jeremiah 18:8. 
g. Their attitude toward the worship of 
other gods as sin against n,~, equi-
valent to adultery. e.g., Hosea 6:10; 
Jeremiah 3:9; Hosea 6:6; Jeremiah 16:12; 
Hosea 8:4-6; Jeremiah 18:13. 
h. Their attitude toward idolatry. 
i. Their attitude toward the popular 
nature ,worshi p, and in that connec-
tion the use of the ter.ms ~ 
and Baalim. e.g., Hosea 6:6; 11:2. 
Jeremiah 7:9f.; 2:23. 
j. Their attitude toward their res-
pective times. e.g., Hosea 11:1; 
Jeremiah 2:3. 
(1) Degeneracy. e.g. Hosea 9:10; 
Jeremiah 2:23. 
(2) Sensuality. Hosea 4:14; Jeremiah 
2:20. 
•• 
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(3) Doublemindedness. Hosea 12:2; Jeremiah 
2:26' 2? 
{4) Unreality. Hosea 9:10; Jeremiah 2:11 • 
k. Their attempt to make the national reli-
gion personal, an emphasis far greater in 
Jeremiah, but not wholly lacking in Hosea. 
1. Their conception of Israel's desolation be-
cause of her lack cf' constancy to \ll iT' 
her trust in fortified cities and in sacri-
fices and burnt offerings. e.g., Hosea 4:6; 
Jeremiah 5:4; Hosea 8:14a; Jeremiah 5:?. 
m. Their attitude toward Israel's "lack of 
knowledge". e.g.Hosea 4:6; Jeremiah 5 :4. 
n. Their attitude toward 11 the da! 11 • e.g. 
Hosea 2:2; 2:20; Jeremiah 30:7. 
o. Their limited picture of the future. e.g., 
Hosea 2 :16f.; Jeremiah 30:lf'. 
p. Their vocabulary and figures of speech. 
c , Conclusions from these similarities are as follows: 
I. Hosea exerted a strong influence on Jeremiah. 
II. So strong was that influence that it can scarcely 
be accounted for wholly on the ground of mere 
similarity of circumstances or of personality. 
III. Verbal similarities make probable the conclusion 
that Jeremiah was familiar wi.th the writings of 
Hosea. 
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IV. The similarity is strongest in the early part of 
Jeremiah's ministry before his style becomes 
unique, but it may also be traced~n some of his 
later chapters. 
v. We do not know how Jeremiah could have obtained 
Hosea's book, but he must have been familiar with 
it. 
VI. These conclusions do not belittle Jeremiah, making 
him a mere copyist or reproducer of ideas already 
existing. 
1. Few men, if any, could have a future without 
building on the past. 
2. The original man does not so much advance new 
ideas, as he restamps old ones wi th his own 
peculiar images. 
3. The prophetic mantle fell from the shoulders 
of one prophet to another who might wear it 
differently or decorate it more or less or-
nately, but who knew it had been worn by 
others before him. 
4. One of the great features of the Hebrew reli-
gion was the continuity of the prophetic stream 
which gave Israel her lofty concepti on of 
the ethical characters Of God, of man, and of 
the whole of life; without such continuity the 
light of the religion of i17 il, from which the 
• 
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torch of Christianity was kindled, would 
have gone out • 
D. Summary of the points established in our discussion • 
FOREWORD. 
The question of the relationship of Hosea and 
Jeremiah is by no means a new one. It has been treated 
in more or less cursory fashion by most of the schol-
ars who have dealt in any comprehensive way with either 
book. So far as I have been able to discover, however, 
no one has made a detailed study of the matter. Says 
Dr. Scott,- "It seems to have escaped the attention of 
the most recent critics that the writings of Jeremiah--
are steeped in the influence of Hosea--Indeed, it is doubt-
ful whether any one prophet was ever so deeply indebted 
to another as was Jeremiah to Hosea. 111 T. H. Robinson; 2 
H. P. Smith; 3 T. K. Cheyne; 4 Sellin; 5 .. Cornill; 6 H. C. 
Welch7 ; Buttenwieser8 ; Ewald9 ; H8lscherl0; von Orellill; 
and many other scholars on both sides of the ocean have 
noted similarities, some of which they have tabulated 
for us. Dr. Skinner12 , in hie admirable work, "Prophecy 
and Religion", has made frequent mention of Jeremiah's 
dependence upon Hosea, but has given us no connected dis-
1. The Message of Hosea, p. 89. idam p. 91. 
2. Prophecy and the Prophets, pp. 121 f. 
3. Religion of Israel, p. 170. 
4. Cambridge Bible, Hosea, p. 11. 
5. Das Zw\!flf~ropheten Buch s. 6. 
s. bas Buch eremia s.l3f., s. 16. 
'J. Religion of Israel under the Kingdom, p. 135. 
8. The Prophets of Israel, p. 80. 
9. Prophets of Israel, vol. III, p. 68. 
lO.Die Profeten, s. 205. 
ll.Minor Prophets, p. 7. 
12.pp. 2lf, 33, 60n, 60, 64f, 73, 84, 86. 
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course upon the subject. Hence, it has seemed to me that 
such a study, suggested by Dr. Leslie, under whose 
guidance the following paper has been prepared, would be 
both interesting and useful in the field of Old Testa-
ment criticism. 
The method of work has been very simple. It has 
involved a painstaking search for any scholarly and 
comprehensive study of the subject, and a comparison of 
· the two books and of the men behind them, so far as we 
can know the facts. In such a comparison it has been 
necessary to take a stand on some of the critical ques-
tions involved in a treatment of each of the books. The 
study does not pretend to be highly original. Indeed, 
its apologia~~ is found only in the comparison, 
which I have attempted to make as systematic and thor-
ough as my tools would allow. If it is of value to any 
one, whether he be in agreement with my conclusions or 
not, I shall feel my "labor has not been in vain". For 
myself, it has been a source of intense satisfaction to 
have worked out a problem fascinating to me since my un-
dergraduate days, when I first realized the intensity 
and value of the prophetic movement in Israel's history 
and desired to know more intimately the prophets' teach-
ing and the source of their power. 
-3-
The involved In dealing with the books of Hosea 
character of 
the critical and Jeremiah, it is necessary to establish 
questions in 
Hosea and Je- as definite a position as possible with 
remiah res-
pectively. regard to some of the vexing critical 
questions which must harass anyone who deals with either 
or both of the volumes. Like tfue barbed wire of No~n's 
Land, they .retard one's progress and resist one's ef-
forte at untangling with a tenacity which is as tanali-
zing as it is maddening. "If we could only ~" is the 
constant cry of the entangled one; and when one emerges 
from the struggle, bleeding and battered, he has the 
feeling, either that he has made the tangle not better, 
but worse; or that, while he has straightened out the 
particular portion of the problem which has impeded his 
own progress, he has left behind many hundred miles through 
which his colleagues and successors must fight their way. 
1. HOSEA. 
In dealing with Hosea, the text of which has been 
greatly mutilated in coming through the ages, I must 
confess that I am sorely tempted to pursue one of two 
drastic courses: either to accept Hosea just as it is, 
making the best of the obviously corrupt text, or to 
-4-
delete ruthlessly all the passages regarded as ques-
tionable by a large number of scholars without due regard 
to my own feeling on the subject. Neither course of 
procedure seems to me quite fair to the demands of the 
present situation, however; so I shall seek to do what 
perhaps is more difficult and certainly more dangerous,--
to maintain what may be called a middle ground, retain-
ing whatever seems to me vital and at the same time 
consistent with the time and spirit of the author, yet 
endeavoring, with such tenets of literary criticism as 
I can summon to my aid, to view the book from a not un-
scholarly basis. As Canon1 Driver tells us,-- "I! may 
no doubt occasionally happen that a prophecy has been 
expanded or supplemented at a later date, but the grounds 
ought to be very clear before it can be deemed probable 
that this has taken place on the extensive scale which 
is sometimes supposed. It may be questioned whether 
recent criticism has not shown a tendency to limit un-
duly the spiritual capabilities and imaginative power 
of the pre-exilic prophets and whether the prophets 
being poets •••••••• , imperfect connection (except in 
extreme cases of linguistic or other independent in-
dications) for.ms a sufficient ground for judging a pas-
1. Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament. 
Rev. Ed. pp. 306-307. 
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sage to be a later insertion •• ,." It is therefore pos-
sible that parts of Hosea's message which have been 
branded as "late interpolations" may after all belong m 
the prophet, be this o~jection the only support of the 
criticism. We shall turn to the questions which bear 
directly on our problem, leaving those readers who de-
sire more detailed information on critical matters to 
turn to the bibliography suggested herewith. 
The 
date. 
The date of Hosea occupies a prominent place 
in any attempt at criticism. No exact information 
may be given, but the approximate periods of the book 
may easily be discovered. The introductory superscrip-
tion (1~) seems scarcely to fit the book as it now 
stands, for it puts Hosea's work in the time not only 
of Jereboam II (?81-?40)1 , but also in that of the Judean 
kings Uzziah, Asa, and Hezekiah (?82-?19,6-r690). It will 
be seen that only a small part of the latter reigns may 
be regarded as coinciding with the former. It is extreme-
ly improbable that Hosea, who seems to have been an Eph-
raimite2, (1:2; 4:15; 5;1J3:-·11:8f), can have used the 
1, Dates from Creelman, An Introduction to the Old Testa-
MENT, Chronologically Arranged. pp. 90-92. 
2. The chief arguments to be used for Hosea's Ephraim-
itic b:brth are: (1) his use of the land -Israel; 
(2) his use of "our king"; (3) his references to 
various points in the northern kingdom such as would 
be well known to a native; (4) his revelation of 
social conditions such as would be known to a na-
tive peculiarly well - better indeed than to a 
strahger. 
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the dates of rule.s !J of the kings of .Judah as a land-mark 
for his prophecy, o r that he would have put the names 
of later rulers before that of .Jeroboam II. The probabil-
ity affinned by numerous1 scholars that Hosea's message 
did not carry into the time of Hezekiah is confirmed by 
internal evidence, since we cannot find any traces of 
a period later than 735. That this date is the terminus 
ad guem may be further substantiated by the facts that: 
(1) There is no mention of the Syro-Ephraim-
i tic war. ( o • 7 34 ) • 
(2) Gilead, the inhabitants of which were car-
ried into captivity by Tiglath Pileser IV (734-733) 2 , 
ia still intact (6:8; 12:12). 
(3) Assyria is not regarded as an enemy but only 
as a false friend and source of support (5:13; 7:11; 8:9 ), 
,.,..o- -,..-o-
for there are both~Assyrian andAEgyptian parties at court. 
The events described in chapters 1-3 are doubtless 
from the reign of Jeroboam II, reflecting the troublous 
times also revealed in Amos (2:6), but closer to the end 
of the reign, because the catastrophe to come upon Israel3 
seems more imminent. The house of .Jehu still reigns (1:4), 
though save for the six months' reign of his son, .Tero-
boam II was the last of the 6ynasty. Now if .Jeroboam 
1. cf. Creelman, op. cit., p. 90. 
2. cf. II Kings 15:29. 
3 • cf' • Amo s 5 : 2 7 ; Ho sea 2 : 9 • 
• 
• 
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died in ?40, it would seem probable that the date 
of the earlier events in 1-3 would be c. ?43, since we 
must allow time after Hosea's marriage, for the birth 
of Je:sreel (1:4) before the Jehu dynasty flickered out. 
Many scholars have proposed that the supersctiption 
originally consisted of the words "in the days of Jero-
boam, son of Joash, King of Israel",1and that it refer-
red on~y to the first three chapters (or whatever part 
of them they have regarded as genuine). After chapters 
4-14 were added, an editorial hand wishing to show 
that Hosea's work did not ter.minate with the time of 
Jeroboam II added the other names. Such an editor was 
probably from Judah, since he used Judah's kings as 
guide-poets. These dates he meant · to be merely sugges-
tive and not to imply the extent of Hosea's life and 
work. Chapters 4-14 certainly bear traces of the anarchy 
following Jeroboam's death. 2 
And inter-
relation of 
chapters 1-3 
and 4-14. 
The inter-relation of the dates of chap-
ters 1-3 and 4-14 is, I think, a diffi-
cult but interesting problem. 1-3 con-
tains the message which came out of' events doubtless 
taking place in Jeroboam II's reign. But that does not 
1. cf. Driver, Introduction to the Literature of the 
Old Testament, p. 302. 
2. cf. ?:?; 8:4. 
• 
• 
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mean that these events evolved into the message at that 
time. Indeed, it seems to me quite probable that their 
significance and their message dawned on Hosea as he was 
giving his pronouncements of doom which he, as already 
a recognized prophet in the time of Jeroboam II, (cf. 
hi£ action in naming Jezreel)1 was preaching. So chap-
ters 1-3 in their original written for.m were developed 
out of convictions which dawned during the giving of 
chapters 4-14. Having arrived at this conclusion, I 
was interested to discover that Dr. Gray2 felt similar-
ly that "it was quite unnecessary to infer that chap-
ters 1 to 3 were written earlier than 4 to 14 and that 
in every respect they record an earlier type of teaching . 
•••• It is •••• not impossible nor improbable that Hosea 
wrote the record of his life and committed his prophetic 
poems to writing at one and the same time •••• " Looking 
back on his earlier experiences, as he gave his message 
of doom, Hosea constructed them into the key note of 
his teaching, ·which was not "I shall make Israel heaps", 
but "How can I give thee up, Ephraim? 113 
While the book has evidently not come down to us 
1 • Hosea 1 : 4. 
2. cf. Critical Introduction to the Old Testament, pp. 
205f; and MacFayden, An Introduction to the Old 
Testament, p. 178. 
3. Hosea 11:8. 
• 
-9-
The influence 
on later books 
shows the early 
date, despite 
later revisions 
unrevised., but probably owes ,its exis-
~, 
tence to a Judaistic revision during the 
period of poet-exilic activity, 1 neverthe-
less it seems clear that some writing of the prophet must 
have been in existence at an early date, since there 
is marked influence upon such later books as Deuterono-
s~c.on A 
my (7:7, 8, .10, 15),~Isaiah (50:1), Ezekiel (34:25) 
and Jeremiah (cf. infra.). That the ;oak did not reach 
the form in which :it finally came through the ages un-
til the post-exilic2 , or possibly the Greek period, is 
not improbable. A Judaistic editor of that date might 
well have substituted Judah for Israel in eome3 verses 
in an effort to adapt the prophecy to the needs of the 
time, and might have added Judaistic references (1:7; 
6:lla; 8:14; 12:lb, 3). Like Dr. Harper, "we cannot 
agree with Marti (p. 8) that Hosea never in a single 
case referred to Judah; one can scarcely conceive the 
possibility of such a thing." 4 (cf. 4:15; 5:5) To me it 
seems that the Judaistic passages must be judged each 
on its own merit; nevertheless it seems quite probable 
that a southerner edited the book, since the passages 
1. cf. Gray, op. cit, p. 206. 
2. cf. Driver, op. cit., p. 306. 
3. cf. e. g., 5:10• 12, 13,14; 6:4; lO:llb. 
4. Amos and Hosea I. c. c., p. CIIX. 
• 
• 
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cited above have little point if regarded as Hoseanic, 
and a great deal if regarded as editorial insertions • 
We may conclude then, that if Jeremiah had Hosea's 
writings, they were not in the form that we now have 
them. They contained the pre-exilic portions of Hosea 
which, however, bore Hosea's real message. The book of 
Hosea which Jeremiah had, if he knew it, consisted of 
those portions written c. 743-735, which betrayed the 
social conditions and political situation, not only of 
Jeroboam II 1 s prosperous reign, but of the anarchy fol-
lowing. 
The relation-
ship between 
chapters 1 and 
3. 
Of other critical questions aside 
from the date, there is none more pres-
sing than that of the relationship be-
tween chapters 1 and 3. I shall give a brief summary of 
the various interpretations of the problem, since from 
the material found in these words of Hosea I believe to 
be built an analogy used by Jeremiah. Typical attempts 
at solution of the problem are: 
(1) There is no relation between chapters 1 
and 3. Chapter 1 is regarded by some scholars1 as re-
1. cf. Marti, Enc~clopedia Biblica (1899-1903 ed.) 
2123, n.2. 
Volz, Zeitschrift fur die Wissenschaftliche Theologie 
XLI pp. 321-325. 
Marti, Dodeka-Propheton, pp. 1-104. 
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vealing the home life of Hosea, while chapter 3 narrates 
the purchase of a slave from the market, a woman who is 
not Gomer, and who is used allegorically to show Israel's 
relation to 11,~,. Gomer was a pure woman., according to 
some of these scholars, not the prostitute which wilful 
misunderstanding or wanton ignorance during the ages has 
made her by identifying her With the woman of chapter 3. 
{2) Chapter 3 is parallel to chapter 1. This 
viewpoint has long been a favorite one. Some scholars1 
have thought that chpater 3 was the product of H~sea's 
own 2 pen(?), whereas, chapter 1, written in the third 
rather than in the first person, is an account of the 
same events written by a friend of a disciple of the 
prophet. 
( 3) Chapter 3 is often regarded as a supplemen-
tary account to chapter 1.3 It does not finish the tale 
and it presupposes certain events which are lost to us 
of the present day, either through the imperfection of 
the text or through the ruthless hands of later editors; 
but it does add details not found in chapter 1, which do 
add to the story. Sellin thinks that · "in the first place 
1. cf. T. H. Robinson,Prophecy and the Prophets, pp. 75ff. 
J.M.P.Smith,The Prophet and His Problem,pp. 100-136. 
cf. also Steuernagel,quoted in Sellin, Introduction 
to Old Testament, p. 160. 
2. cf.Holscher,Die Profeten s.426 for arguments pro and con. 
3. cf.Buttenwieser,The Prophets of Israel, p. 241. 
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1 the·re was a homogeneous narrative in the fi ret person 11 
in which there was a twice-repeated command to Hosea to 
take a harlot to wife, which an editor ·interpreted as 
two different marriages, separating 3:1-5 and adding 
"once more" to 3:1. The present narrative in 3:1-5, 
broken as it is, is really a continuation of and a sup-
plement to chapter 1. 
(4) A discovery made prominent recently b7 
Dr. Scott2 that chapter 3 fits neatly if placed between 
chapterl:9 and chapter 2:1, seems to me the most reasonable 
of any of the suggestions, though at first my vote was 
cast in favor of the "supplementary" interpretation men-
tioned above. The transposition qf chapter 3 has in its 
favor the following facts: 
(1) It keeps iotact3 the experiential character 
of Hosea's message. Perhaps because I am a woman and 
have a woman's intuitional rather than logical insight, 
it seems to me that only if Hosea had actually had the 
genuine experience, could he have given the message so 
certainly, so poignantly; mere allegorical use or in-
vention to make plain Israel's apostasy could not have 
1. Sellin, op. cit., p. 160. 
2. cf. Melville Scott, The Message of Hosea. 
3. cf. infra under "Hosea 1s Marriage". 
• 
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accounted for the fervor. It is real, vital, empirical. 
(2) It saves much needless speculation as to 
the identity of the woman of chapter 3. If ·she was not 
Gomer, who was she? If there were two women, or two sep-
arations, how is the parallel to Israel maintained? If' 
we regard chapter 3 as following verse 9 of chapter 1, 
we set our minds at rest. The woman of chapter 3 is Gomer. 
(3) The integrity of the two chapters is preser-
ved. Those scholars1 who believe the two chapters un-
related often have been in favor of discarding chapter 3, 
though Sellin2 thinks verse 4, V'hich applies the teach-
ing to Israel, asserts the genuineness of the chapter, 
e.t any rate. With this I can scarcely whole-heartedly 
agree, except as an indication that the chapter fits into 
the position we have suggested. (cf. verse 1 of chapter 
2). 
(4) It saves a wholesale rejection of a least 
)arts of verse 5 of chapter 3 and verse 9 of chapeer 1 
and verse 1 of chapter 2 as being entirely post-exilic. 
At least they must be shown so to be. 
( 5) It accounts for the ~fold message of 
doom and hope which some scholars have felt necessary 
1. cf. supra. 
2. op. cit., p~ 160. 
• 
• 
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to deny Hosea, but which I think is psychologically1 
well substantiated • 
(6) The misplacement may be accounted for eas-
ily on the basis of the similarity of wording of 1:9 
and 2:25, which Dr, Harper thinks is so .great as to show 
little more than mere repetition. This mistake may easily 
have been made by a careless scribe, who appended to a 
later sheet what should have gGne on an earlier, thus mak~ 
ing trouble for posterity in placing chapter 3 after 
2:25, rather than after the similar verse 9 of Chapter 
1. 
(7) The analogy is far more complete than in 
any other of the suggested solutions: 
(a) \~at Gomer did, Israel did. 
(b) Gomer was later to be punished; so 
also Israel. 
{c) Gomer was also later to be restored; 
eo, too, Israel. 
If there were two women, the analogy, as suggested 
above, is far leas complete. The probability of t h e 
story is thus far greater when our view-point is adopted 
than when any other. 
1. cf. infra. 
• 
• 
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(8) I cannot see the parallel accounts in Chap-
ters 1 and 3. Chapter 3 seems to be telling more about 
Chapter 1, rather than repeating its events, even if we 
say that they are repeated with added detail. 
(9) The change from the first to the third per-
son may have been due to later editing by one who though t 
two separate marr1ages1 were meant, and was hence o ri-
ginally not in the manuscript. It is also possible that 
the fact that an interval elapsed between the events of 
i:2-9 and 3:1-5 may have been made apparent by this de-
vice. A more plausible suggestion than this latter, to 
my mind, is that Hosea's oracles were originally spoken, 
not written; now in spoken discourse a change in grammar 
is far more intelligible than in written. The prophet 
in writing them-- or someone else--followed the discouree 
for.m. Hence the change of persons. Sellin's suggestion is 
to me the most coherent, however. 
( 10) l'i tj , which has been a stumbling block to 
some interpreters (verse 1 of Chapter 3), can be inter-
preted as an editorial addition by the editor of the 
misunderstanding heart, or more probably as modi,ying 
2 
not "go" , but "love", i. e., "Go, ~till love", or "love 
again" :: "once more". 
1. cf. supra, Sellin. 
2. cf. w. R. Smith,Prophets of Israel, appendix, p. 410. 
• 
• 
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That there still may be difficulties in interpre-
tation of Chapters 1 and 3, I willingly admit. On the 
whole, however, unden the theory I have expounded, there 
seem to be fewer than on the ground of any of the others. 
Least violence to the meaning certainly, and I think 
on the whole to the text, results from placing Chapter 3 
between verse 9 of Chapter 1 and verse l of Chapter 2. 
As will be seen in our discussion of the pro·per inter-
pretation of Hosea's marriage, a large element of the 
aesthetic interest enters into one's choice of hypothe-
ses. For that reason we must be willing to admit that 
the question of the arrangement of Chapters l and 3 
has in it a certain personal equation which we cannot 
entirely rule out if we would. 
The interpre- As far as the matter of interpre-
tation of Hosea's 
marriage exper- tation of Hosea's marriage experience 
ience. 
is concerned, it seems that, in view 
-o-f our assertion in regard to the relationship of Chapters 
l and 3, but one course of interpretation really satis-
fies the demands of the situation, though the others are 
not automatically ruled out. There are three main view-
points1, each of which has been argued and well supported 
1. cf. Harper, I. c. c., pp. 206 ff. 
• 
• 
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by scholars of repute. 
These are: 
1. The allegorical. 1 In order to illustrate hie 
cqnviction that tl"l ;i'7 loved Israel deepi te the Bin Whicll 
had estranged them, and was seeking to win her back through 
hie abiding love, Hosea "made up" the story. Inventing 
the tale, he followed the procedure of many modern preach-
ere and translated it into ter.ms of his own experience. 
Closely allied to the allegorical interpretation are 
those which call it a vision, dream, trance, parable, 
or figurative speech. 
2. The literal. All those who maintain a rea1 2 
marriage took place literally at the command of Ill il"" 
belong in this catagory. Some of the scholars of this 
group have held that Gomer was an acknowledged harlot3 
before Hosea's marriage to her; others that she was a 
reli~ious prostitute or only a prostitute in the sense4 
that, like other Israelites, she worshipped idols; some 
have endeavored to show that Gomer was only Hosea•s5 
1. So De Wette, Hitzis, Reuse, Konig et al. 
2. So J. M.. P. Smith • 
3. So Grotius, Kurtz, Bauer, Ewald. 
4. So Newcome, Halevy, Preiswerk et al. 
5. Thomas Aquinas, Schmidt. 
• 
• 
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concubine, while still others, mixing the allegorical 
and the literal, have sought to prove that Gomer was 
really virtuous, but was called adulterous by Hosea for 
1 parabolic purposes; others, believing in the literal 
marriage, think that Gomer's tendency to evil did not 
manifest itself2 until after marriage. 
(3) The proleptic interpretation. According to 
this viewpoint5 , Hosea's marriage to Gomer and her sub-
sequent unfaithfulness was a literal fact. But the hand 
of ;1·1 jp in the circumstances of the marriage experience 
was recognized by the propnet only after he had been 
preaching a message of doom to Israel because of her 
unfaithfulness to il1-;), and had come to the conclusion 
that even as he, through his love, took back his erring 
wife, so also Israel will be taken back by ill iP after 
a period. of punishment. Looking back on hie domestic 
tragedy, he saw in it the hand of God, not in any sense 
of predestination but rather of revelation. He had been 
prepared for his work through his life. Like Schleier-
macher he came to the conclusion that religion lies after 
all not in theory but in experience. 
Of the three theories the last seems to me most 
l.cf. Harper, I. c. c., p. 209. So Luther. 
2. Cheyne, George Adam Smith, w. R. Smith, Marti et al. 
3. cf. L. B.Paton, "Notes on Hosea's Marriage", .Journal 
Biblical Literature, Vol. XV, pp. 9-17. 
• 
• 
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natural. Ps·ycho logically true to fact, it saves the moral 
nature both of _.,,, i7" and of Hosea; that a prophet who 
spoke so vehemently against the sins of Israel along 
similar lines could believe that he was called .by i])TI ) 
as a moral duty, to marry either an acknowledged harlot 
Jl J'T which is not used in the text but rather :sJ uj ~ 
0,1 ))1', an ,·argument against such an interpretation) 
or one whose tendencies were such that she became one af-
ter her marriage, eeems incredible. It seems extremely 
improbable also that a man, if married, would have told 
such a tale which would sound true simply as an allegor.y 1 , 
Henry Ibsen to the contrary, because of the effect upon 
the character of hie wife; while if he were not married 
the story would lose point and would surely reflect upon 
the prophet's character. The allegorical interpretation 
is also rendered difficult by the fact that no satisfac-
tory allegory is found in the names of Gomer and her 
father, ancestor, or native place, whichever Diblaim 
may indicate; nor can allegorical interpretation be 
given to such facts as that the secdnd child was a daugh-
ter and no"t- a son ( cf. 1:6). On the other hand, the pro-
leptic viewpoint relieves us of the necessity of account-
ing for Gomer's harlotry on any other basis (cf'. supra) 
in an attempt at Hosea's justification. It leaves us the 
literal interpretation purged of its objectionable fea-
tures, which is what we desire, for without a literal 
1. cf. A. C.Knudson,Beacon Lights of Prophecy, p. 98. 
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marriage we have lost the clue to Hosea's preaching,--
the early innocence of Gomer being comparable to that 
of Israel, the struggle of 11111"' manifest in "How can 
I give thee up?" having its analogy in Hosea 1 s own ex-
perience. The story has the ring of truth in it; the style 
is narrative, the fervor arises out of the empirical 
rather than the allegorical or fictitious. I do not in-
tend to convey the idea that I think Hosea became a pro-
phet because of his experience. He was already a prophet 
foretelling the doom of the nation in the name of his 
first born (Hosea 1:4); but as he gave his message of 
doom, the conviction of the moral and loving nature of 
God coupled with his own experience, which dawned on 
his consciousness as having been providential in help-
ing to fit him for his task, led him to realize that his 
message was more than a Billy Sunday message of doom, 
that it was the gracious saving love of D1ir. So I 
may say that the proleptic interpretation is the sanest, 
most natural and most logical viewpoint from which we 
may regard Hosea 1 s marriage. 
Summary of To summarize the discussion thus far in 
the discus-
sion thus regard to Hosea: we have considered the 
far. 
date of the book, the relationship between 
Chapters 1 and 3, and the best interpretation of the 
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marriage of Hosea as critical questions of interest in 
our study, and have reached the following conclusions: 
(1) The events portrayed in Chapters 1 to 3 
were those of the reign of Jeroboam II, but the oracles 
of Chapters 4 to 14 show knowledge of the anarchy which 
followed the downfall of his dynasty, though no knowledge 
of any period later than 735 B. c. That the two g·roups 
of material, Chapters 1-3 and 4-14 respectively, de-
veloped in literary for.m simultaneously rather than is 
sequence, seems to us both natural and psychologically 
true to the situation as we are able to reproduce it on 
the basis of facts in the book. 
( 2) As far as Chapters 1 and 3 are concerned, we 
conclude that they are best arranged as follows: Chapter 
1:2-9, Chapter 3, Chapter 2, thus for.ming a connected 
and logical whole, the experience of the prophet pre-
ceding in literary form as well as in life the interpre-
tation and application to · Israel. 
( 3) In regard to the marriage, of the three in-
terpretations the proleptic seems the sane, satisfying 
and sensible interpretation--the most normal ethically 
and psychologically, the most wholesome socially. It 
saves the nature of the prophet and of God from sus-
picions of an un pleasant character which would place the~ 
both on a lower plane than humanity in general rather 
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than upon a higher. 
The essential When we turn to the question, What is 
contents of 
the book of essentially the contents of the original 
Hosea. 
book of Hosea, of such a book as Jeremiah 
may have had? we find much diversity of opinion. As I 
have suggested, it is a temptation to delete much or 
nothing. There are some scholars who regard so much of 
the book as spurious that we are reminded as we view 
what is left of Amos' saying, '! •• As the she];Berd res-
cueth out of the mouth of the lion two legs, or a piece 
of the ear •••• "1 The chief difficulty with such whole-
sale disca~ding of passages as late is that the meager 
portion which we have left fails to account for the 
greatness of the man, for the enduring quality of his 
message. It is true also that the prophet strode on ahead 
of the march of popular thought and that to remove all 
of the material which is in advamce of the times in 
which Hosea spoke is to discount much that was vital in 
his preaching. I realize that I may well be criticized 
for being reluctant to ascribe many passages to the hand 
of the redactor, but I am in revolt against the tendency 
which makes that same hand responsible for much which 
I think is essential to the prophet's power • 
. 1. Amos 3:12. 
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In regard to Chapters 1-3, George Adam Smith 
feels that the narrative is remarkably free from inter-
polations. The superscription ae we now have it is 
1 
unquestionably late. In the light of the rearrangement 
I have mentioned, I see no need for regarding many 
of the other so-called glosses2 as such. 1:7, exempting 
Judah from the coming destruction, is however suspicious 
I I 
because it quite evndently reflects the viewpoint of the 
Judaistic editor and the period of the deliverance from 
Sennacherib (701 B. c.). Another verse which is usually 
regarded as late is 3:5. Dr. Pfeiffer calls it unques-
tionably spurious, and many other scholars3 agree with 
his dictum. It may be noted in passing that many of these 
same men 4 , however, fail to accept the viewpoint of 
Hosea's marriage which I think most natural, and conse-
quently see no possibility of harmonizing Chapters 1 and 
3. I must own that I am still to be convinced that the 
verse must necessarily be an addition, though I realize 
that I am almost alone in eo doing. George Adam Smith5 
supports it at least conditionally, in view of the awk-
wardness which he feels would come through the immediate 
1. cf. discussion on date. 
2. e.g.,Hoeea 2:1-3 (English 1:10,11-2). 
3 • c f • Harper , I • C • C • p • tJ.. I Co 
4. cf. Arnold, Ephod and Ark, p. 126, 126n. 
5. o p. cit, p. 214. 
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repetition of the divine name were the phrase "And 
David their king" removed. This contention is indeed a 
slender thread on which to hang evidence of any particu-
lar weight. Stade1 , Cornill2 , and others 3 would 
strike that particular phrase from the verse while numer-
ous other scholars would consider the entire verse a 
Judaistic or late addition. I realize that the picture 
of the Davidic king .was used in later times with Massi-
anic significance, and I think that there is no ques-
tion but that there is no place in Hose~'s teaching 
for the figure of the Messiah. Yet I cannot see why the 
passage is not possible to an eighth century prophet 
on its face value. The period was so prosperous that the 
name of David, the symbol of the national glory of Israel 'a 
past, must have been on the tongue of the people. A hero 
becomes idealized in a short period after his death even 
in our matter of fact present day world. There had been 
time enough for the canonization of the darling of Is-
rael's heart into the ideal which made him th~roto­
type of all that was best in the nation. Further, tne 
idea of reuniting the kingdom was a natural hope in 
1 • 0 p. cit • ' p • 214 • 
2. Geschichte I p. 577. 
3. cf. Harper, p. 216. 
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the heart of the patriot Jew, a hope which in the light 
of the prosperity which the reign of Jeroboam II brought 
to Israel, seemed possible of realization to the popu-
lar mind which saw only glory where the prophet saw 
also the dangers. That I am fightiijg a battle in which 
the majority of scholars would tell me that I am worsted 
before I have begun, I am well aware. That I am still 
unconvinced of the necessary and conclusively-proven 
spuriousness of the passage, I am ;_ . .s.c;.c.re. One of the ar-
guments presented for the lack of authenticity deserves 
a moment's pause, I think---the writing of the name g • .,.,.., 
with t he long ,. ,1. Now we know that the wri tinge of the 
prophets were published about 200 B. c., as a whole. 
Hence the writing of the name seems to me to prove no-
thing except that at the period of publication it was 
written that way. That the verse may have existed in the 
earlier form is probable. I have noticed that in pre-
sent day revisions of German works the 11 th" of the older 
forms of 11 tun 11 has been changed, since it is now offi-
cially correct to write them without the "h". Having sti 11 
the conviction that 3:5 is genuine, I am interested to 
discover that Rudolf~ Kittel1 linking the passage with 
2:2 and 10:11 finds that there 11 is no occasion for de-
1. cf. History of the Hebrews, Vol. II, pp. 327. 
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claring such passages to be spurious additions." He 
' 
thinks it but a natural love of the fatherland on the 
part of the prophet that · turned his eyes towa.JX\ · David1 
and Jerusalem. Professor Hans Schmidt1 thinks that it 
/ 
is so firmly intrenched in the prophecy that it cannot 
be stricken out. 
In Chapter 2 there are numerous passages which 
""" come under the ban of scholarly disapproval. Indeed the 
whole sectionl:9-2;1 is usually siricken out. In view of 
.. 
my decision in regard to the rearrangement, I am forced 
to admit that I do not think it necessary to discard 
these verses. That Chapter 2 does contain numerous tex-
' tual mutilations ia, of course, apparent. Professor 
Hans Schmidt2 translates it for us in a fashion however, 
which, while clear, does little vio ?Umce to the text as 
we now have it. Verses 1-2 he thinks are the words of the 
prophet, not however as Sellin 3 says, addressed to the 
11 Zei tgeno seen des Prophet en 11 but to hi a three children. 
1. cf. Z.A.W. 1924, _J?fhl'ld.I Heft 3/4, a. 258, "Di~ Vor-
stellung von dem' Jis:'litl~chen Haupt des Volkes f~nden 
wir auch 35 und zwar so fest in den Verse gefftgt, 
dass man dort nicht streichen kann." 
2. cf. Die Ehe }i es4 e s Hoseas, Z.A.W. 1924, :Sand I 
Heft 3/4. ~- ~5~ 
~ 
,\ 3. Zwolfprophetenbuch, s. 27. 
• 
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11Er nimmt1 das Fluchwort, zu dem ihm die Namen der 
beiden Jllngsten Kinder gewo rden sind, zllruck, indem er 
G II die eschwister auffordert, das Madchenll!;)IJ1 und den 
\ .. 
jlli1gsten Knaben 1~Y zu nennen. Das sind nun Namen, 
. -
die man sich wirklich als Rufnamen denken kann. 
Zwar sind. sie beid e sonst nicht belegbar. Aber fU.r 
den ersten, den man e.twa mit 'Liebling' ilbersetzen 
m8chte, bedarf es wahrlich keines Beleges. Und der 
zweite kann die Abk~rzung einer der vielen mit ,Y:)y 
' Verwandter' zusammengesetzten Eigennamen, wie 1. ~,'"(,:) ~. ~ • J 
.. -
lliP~":)· 1 '\ T1 ,~ ~ ;T~r 'f.)'!; "1.~ :;J~~ und somi t 
. _, 
ebenfalls ein Kosename sein. He translates the passage 
as follows, rejecting lb as foreign to the context 
and interrupting the connection between la and 2a: 
11 Dann ist die Zahl 2 
II 
von Israels Sohnen 
gleich dem Sand am Meer, 
Die~ niemand misst,---den niemand z£hlt. 
Dann scharen sich zusammen Judaer und Israeliten. 
Sie eetzen uber sich 
ein einziges Haupt; 
ziehn herauf aus dem lande. 
Ja, gross is der Tag von Jisreel! 
Nennt euren Br1;.der 3 : "Mein Bl t:!.t", nennt eure Schweste r~; uGeliebt' 11 .. 
1 • o p. cit., s. 259. 
2. op. cit., s 257. 
3. After the LXX. 
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Verses 'J{f he translates as follows: 
Verklagt eure Mutter, verklagt sie, 
Denn sie ist nicht mein Weib, 
Und ich bin nicht ihr Mann! 
Sie soll forttun ihre Buhlschafte von ihrem Antl~tz 
Und zwischen ihren Brftsten ihre Dirnenmale! 
Sonst ziehe ich sie nackend aus, 
Stelle sie hin, wie am Tag Ihrer Geburt! 
Und ich will sie wie die Wftste macken, will sie hin-
stellen, wie das d!rre Land und will sie v2~ D~st star-
ben lassen~ 
Auch ihre Ki nder, ich kann aie nicht lieben; 
Denn Hurenkinder s i nd sie! 
Ja, ihre Mutter, aie hat gehurt, 
Hat sie getrag en in Schmach! 
Denn sie snrach: 
Ich will meinen Liebsten hinterdrein! 
Die tischen mir auf und acheuken mir ein! 
Geben Wolle and Linnen, geben 01 mir und Wein 
Nun denn, ich will verzHunen 
Ihr mit Do men den Weg! 
Will eine Mauer ihr maurern, 
Da sie ihre Schlupfpfade micht mehr we~~! 
Und will sie ihren Liebsten dann nacht, 
So erreicht sie sie nicht! 
Sie sehnt sich nacht ihnen und findet sie nicht! 
Dann denkt sie wohl: 
Ich will doch hin, will zurftck z~ meinen rrsten ~ann; 
Denn da -- gegen heut' --war das Glftck! 
Aber daran denkt sie nicht, da i ch ~- es gewesen bin, 
1. 11W8rtlich: 11 da g i ng es mir besser als heute:" Die 
Ubersetzung will den Reim nachahman. 
der ihr gegeben hat: Getreide und Most und dl; dazu Silber 
in Menge und Gold, woraus sie dann den Baal gemachte ha-
ben. Darum nehme ichfh!meiqGetreide, wenn e~Zeit ist, 
und meinen Most wieder wag! Ich entrei,g.e ihr Wolle und 
Linnen, womit sie ihre Bl6Je bedecken solltet Und dann 
decke icij ihre Scham auf vor den Augen ihrer Buhlen. Und 
niemand soll sie meiner Faust entrei~en! Und ein Ende 
mache ich all ihrem Jauchzen , ihren Prozeasionst~nzen, 
ihren Neumonden und Sabathen und allen Festtagen sonst! 
Und ihre Weinet~cke und Feigenb~ume, von denen sie 
geeagt hat: Sie sind ein Geschenk, das mir meine Buhlen 
gegeben haben, verwftste ich, verwandle ich in Gestrftpp, 
u.nd die wilden Tiere auf dem Felde sollen sie fressen. 
So eucha ich an ihr heim die Tage der Baale, denen sie 
opferte und legte sich Ringe und Geechmeide an und 
ging einher hinter ihren Buhlen; mich aber hatte sie 
vergessen, ist Jahwes Wort! 
Nun denn; ich will ihr zureden und sie in die 
Wftste Da Spreche ich ihr dann ins Hers 
hinein. Ich gebe ihr da ihre Weinberge, und das Tal 
Unheil mache ich ihr zu einer Pforte der Hoffnungt 
Dort wird sie mir dann zu 
Willen ein, wie in den Tagen ihrer .J ugend, wie in den 
Tagen, als sie von lgypten heraufkam!1 
(. f:d~ + 0 T') . 
l~ugo Grassmann, Zeitschrift fur die alttestamentliche 
Wieeenschaft und die Kunde dee nachbiblischen Judentums. 
'!!!rater :Band - 1924 - Heft 3/4. s. ~!5c 
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This viewpoint commends itself to me as dealing with the text 
in a sympathetic yet critical spirit. It is not to be 
denied that there are grave difficulties in the chap~er, 
but it seems to me that Professor Scr~idt has solved many 
and yet has been true to the t ·enets of textual cri t-
icism. 
When we examine verses 18-25 of chapter 2 we 
are not slow to discover that they furnish food for 
thought. They represent a viewpoint which many scholars1 
have questioned,-- the Golden Age which is to come. 
Like other sections of Hosea, however, they will bear 
closer scrutiny before they are relegated to the ranks 
of non-authenticity. The whole matter of Hosea's 
hope message wi~l be more thoroughly considered in 
the process of our discussion; for the present it is 
enough to say that there is not sufficient evidence 
to deny entirely the thought of restoration to Hosea, 
although it is quite likely that the passages dealing 
with the subject have been elaborated. At any rate, 
Hosea's personal experience which is the analo gy upon 
which his viewpoint of /JiiP and Israel is built, was 
two-fold: discipline and forgiveness; he contributed 
a picture of . IY7 /7 7 which makes a future for Israel 
1. cf. Volz, Nowack, Marti, Harper. 
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possible and even probable, since God is love. As far 
as verses 11-25 are concerned we find the following sec-
tiona: vs. 18-19, 20-25. The first, verses 18-19, appaar 
to me to be a later interpolation, explanatory of wha t 
Israel shall anewer,bnaking the context and unessential 
to the thought. · The second I think genuine, because 
it carries out the idea of marriage which in ancient 
Semitic thought was the cQmmon symbol of the relation-
ship between the deity and his worshippers, elevating 
it however to the moral plane (vv. 21-22) of love, mer-
cy and faithfulness rather than leaving it on the lower 
J 
one of mere physical benefits: it is based on the old 
idea of a covenant between the beasts and man, a very 
ancient conception which~ may probably be tzaced to 
"the survival of the totemistic conception involving 
a belief in real blood connection"~ and I find in it 
the natural expression of a Hope implicit in Hosea's 
teaching, the thought that the love of llli7 7 is so 
f . 2 great that he can orgJ.ve. I cannot find that the lan-
1. cf. Harper, p. 242 and Gunkel, Genesis, s. 112: 
"Die Echtheit von Hosea 2:20 mit unzurlichenden 
Grftnden be~~~itten von Volz •••• wird bewiesen durch 
der altert~orstellung, dass Jahve mit dem Getier 
des Feldee einem Bund schleisst." 
2.Cf. Kittel, History, p. 324: " •••• so il1i7' does 
indeed reject his unfaithful people but he cannot 
withdraw his love from them. He must once more 
bring them back to himself. 11 
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guage used ws inconsistent with the period of Hosea. 
The expressions in verse 20 recall Genesis 5:9 which 
]a 
is from J's account of creation, a document older than 
the time of Hosea. Even if it is necessary to reject 
the latter part of the verse--and I think the emphasis 
on future peace in the chaotic period which followed 
the reign of Jeroboam II is as natural as the present 
day pacifistic propaganda--we cannot think of the whoB 
passage as late. Harper regards the expression 
e:)<2) W YJ ll t'T <.5 .l. as a gloss interrupting the figure 
o~ betrothal, superfluous beside v. 22, making the 
verse bizarre in thought. I do not think his objec-
tion as to their interference with the strophic struc-
ture valid in itself, since Hosea was a preacher not 
a versifier, poetic rather than a poet. I cannot think 
either that these words represent wholly a later view-
point for Amos . used them both1 • That vv. 23-25 came 
from a later period is the contention of Harper2, 
because: (1) the passage shows the promise of resto-
ration, an argument which I cannot regard as deroga-
tory to the authenticity of a passage; (2) the use of 
the phrases )('lni1 D 1"' ~ i11 ill and il J ':d in the sense here 
found are late--an argument which I think depends on 
la. cf.Brightman,Sources of the Hex.p.33,and op.cit~.242. 
l.cf •• 1\mos 5:24. 
2. o p. cit., p. 244. 
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the translation of the phrases and cannot in any case 
be regarded as final, for the use of ~i\il tn'n in a similar 
sense can be found in Amos 8:3 to which Harper does 
not deny authenticity, though he regards its proper 
1 place after 8:9 , and the usual meaning of ~JYis 
to !'answer2, respond·~;; { 3) the materialistic blessings 
here mentioned do not agree with the teaching of Amos 
and Hosea, yet one stressed the justice, the other the 
love, of God, of which material blessings ~re · the 
symbol; (4) the new strophe and meter point to a later 
hand, but I think they are in themselves not argu-
ment enough, particular}y in view of the character of 
the message, for the thought demands poetic utterance, 
and Hosea may well have used a strophe suited to the 
thought, even though his main interest was sermonic 
rather than poetic; (5) v. 25a presupposes the exile, 
which, even if it be the case, does not vitiate the 
force of the passage as a whole. That the verse can be 
so interpreted I admit; that it must be,I doubt; that 
it is an example of one of Hosea's favorite figures, 
paronomasia~ I am sure. Hence I cannot see that it 
must necessarily be regarded as post-exilic. On the 
whole, the, with the modifications suggested, I re-
gard the verses 20-25 as not only possibly but probab-
1 • idem • p • 181 • 
2. cf. Brown, Driver, Briggs, Lexicon. 
3. cf. also 8:7; 9:5; 11:15. 
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ly Hoseanic, and cannot feel that they should be 
rejected as incompatible the propaet's spirit or with 
his teaching. 
When we turn to Chapters 4-14 we find many iso-
lated passages which are rejected. Stade1 , in addition 
to 1:7; 2:1-3, 16b-18, 20, 22-25; 3:5 (at least i n part), 
considers that there are also definite additions in 
the latter part of the book: 4:15;5':•6h;6:1-3,11; 7:4; 
5:lb, 6, 8, 14; 10:10, 13b, 14b; ll:Bb-11; 12:6f. Cor-
nill rejects 1:?; 10:10; 2:1; 3:5 (in part); and 4:15a; 
Kuenen defends all of these except 1:7. Wellhausen re-
jects 2:16; 6:11; 7:1; 10:13b and most of 14:1-9 (2-10) 
in addition to Cornill 1 s passages; Cheyne questions 1; 
7,1:10-2:1; 3:5;(in . part); _· 4:15a; 5:15-6:4; 6:11; 7:1; 
8:14; 14:1-9(2-10); Marti, all references to Judah, 
to the restoration and some small additions.2 Among 
the moat generally rejected are those passages which 
refer to Judah. ·It seems impossible in ev:~ry ·· ease to 
be sure whether these are genuine or from the hand of 
the redactor. We cannot discard them wholesale without 
a car~ful scrutiny of each verse, however. George Adam 
Smith3 distinguishes twelve of these so-called Judaistic 
l.cf.Biblische Theologie des A.T.I~.222. 
2.cf. Driver,pp. 300f. 
3.op. cit. pp. 224f. He has already rejected 1:7. cf. 
also G.H.Box,Peake's Commentary, pp. 534 f. 
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references: 4:15; 8:14; 5:14; 5:4; 6:10-11; 10:11; 
12:3, 5, 10, 12, 13; 6:4. Of these he thinks 10:11; 
5:10, 12, 13, 14; 6:4 are genuine. Dr. Harper1 
sees a distinction in the character of the Judaietic 
references: 1:7 he regards as a straight interpola-
tion; 5:10, 12, 13; 6:4; lO:llb; 12:3; 6:lla he thinks 
are verses in which "Israel" has been changed to "Ju-
dah"; 6:lla and 12:1b he thinks are also interpola-
tions; 4:15 and 5:5 he thinks genuine. There seems to 
be no doubt in my mind that a large number of these 
passages are the work of a Judaistic hand. But I think 
that it is well within the realm of pro.bability in view 
of Hosea's patriotism and hie breadth of interest 
To .. ~x. rn p e 
that he referred to the siste.r kingdom. " 4~15; 5:5; 
10:11 seem to me to be at least not necessarily spur-
ious .. ;' It certainly would seem strange were there no 
mention of Judah even though the fact of the Judais-
tic editorship is well established. 
Another set of references which many scholars 
reject are those pointing· in any way to a future hope. 
They are, besides 2:1-3 which we have already discussed 
as not necessarily an interpolation and from our view-
point not one, 2:8-9 (describing the disciplinary 
1. I. C. C. P• 
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measures)which we have also shown does not need to be 
discarded; 2:18-25 which we have discussed above; 3:5 
which we have also considered; 11:8b, 9a, lOb, 11 all 
of which give the assurance that the anger of TI1~, 
is appeased; and 14:2-9. To me it seems that the con-
ception of ~1n 1 here presented, his anger appeased, 
is in accord with Hosea's insistence upon the love of 
illi7, for Israel, wi th hi a T~ ll • Chapter 2, vv. 
l Ob and 11 I reject, not on the ground that they re-
veal a softening on the part of the wrath of el'1 ;-y• 
but because they seem to me to refer to the return 
from captivity, a specific hope which I think was not 
in Hosea's thought. Chapter 14: 2-9 is a point upon 
which critics separate. Those who deny all doctrine 
of a future hope to Hosea would ruthlessly dismiss the 
passage as a later addition on the analogy of the 
closing words of Amos. Now Amos' insistence upon the 
j ustice stark abd cold which is the supreme attribute 
of ill ir makes a hope message, especially in the glow-
ing colors of Amos 9 :llff, an anom~y. Further, there 
is no other trace of a bright future in the entire 
book. In Hosea, however, the love of 111 iP rather than 
his justice is stressed. He is God not man, and his 
characteristic attitude is found in the words, "How 
can I give thee up?" In 4:2-9, as Cornill reminds us1 
l.Introduction to the Canonical Books of the o. T.p.324. 
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we have a picture of the future which is explicable 
• 
at no time later. I cannot see that we have anything 
which is inconsistent with Hosea's earlier thought or 
language. 1 Further, as Kittel says2 : "The age of Bib-
lical conception of a future hope is well established •••• 
The assumption that the conception was first for.med by 
the earlier prophets has no foundation in Old Testa-
ment writings." He considers the whole doctrine 
of the future hope as a familiar conception of Israel's 
history which only at a later time centered upon David 
because of his character as a popular hero. To the 
objection that such a message of hope seems illogical 
in connection with such passages of gloom as we find, 
for instance, in the chapter just preceding, we may 
refer our reader to the discussion of Hosea's hope 
message in the second part of the paper. As Kautzsch3 
tells us: "It is for his people that he must feel the 
deepest anxiety of soul whose sins stir him to holy 
wrath, on behalf of whom in spite of everything, he 
hopes God's mercy even in the last hour (11:8f; 14:2). 
And thus his speech continually alternates between 
1. cf. 6:6; 12:1; 11:4, a. 
2. Scientific Study of th~914 Testameni, pp. 241, 
244, 247. 
3. Outline of the History of the Literature of the 
01& Testament, p. 53. 
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fear and hope, reproach and consolation, V!.rith no strict 
consecutiveness of thoughts, frequently a sob ra.ther 
than a speech, and in many points (partly owing to 
textual corruptions) hard to explain." As w. H. Cobb1 
tells us. "I know not where Hosea closed his book, but 
if he stopped here (Chapter 14:2-9) it was a good 
place." 
Summary of dis- To summarize our discussion of the 
cussion on the 
authenticity of authenticity of these chapters of 
Hosea. 
Hosea is no si~ple task. I shall at-
tempt to lay down only general principles: the first 
three chapters contain many fewer glosses and additions 
than is often thought, if they are rearranged as sug-
gested, and if Chapeer 2 ie translated from Professor 
Schmidt's viewpoint. Of the sections usually regarded 
as additions in the latter part of the book, those deal-
ing with Judah must for the most part be rejected, 
though not without careful scrut~ny, and not with 
dogmatic thoroughness. The passages dealing with the 
future save when they are rendolent of a specific later 
period should not be rejected. That there are possible 
glosses and minor additions in other passages I admit, 
1. Journal Biblical Literature. Vol. XXXVI (1917)p.74. 
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but in many cases they are difficult to distinguish 
and cannot be deleted arbitrarily. The book presents 
numerous problems, many of which are not to be solved 
in the twinkling of an eye. As Budde1 says, however, 
".Ala Ausleger des A. T., kenne ich keinen~oheren 
Ehrgeiz, ale einen Absc~tt, einen Streifen des 
Buches Hosea zu retten, ihn aus der argen Verderbnis, 
der dieses Buch, eins der schonsten und tieftsten 
des Alten Testaments, verfallen ist, zu klarem einheit-
lichen Sinn und einleuchtendem, d.em urspringliche 
sich nahern, den Wortlaut zu zwingen und zu gewinnen. II 
2. JEREMIAH 
Jeremiah pre- Turning to Jeremiah we find oursel-
sents pecul-
iar difficul- ves confronted with a different set of 
ties. 
difficulties. As even the cursory reader 
of the book knows, the prophecies contained in it give 
UB numerous problems. The editorial hand has been 
obviously lavish, and the original is well padded and 
embellished.. To find the kernel of Jeremianic Mater-
ial in some portions is like looking for Davidic 
1. Journal Biblical I.i tera ture ,xxxxv, 1926. parts 
iii and iv, pp. 208. 
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deposits in the Psalms. Not all of it is so deeply 
imbedded, but to wash away the sand and rocks from the 
gold is not simple. 
Dates of the The dates of the book and the method 
various eec-
tion of {ere- b~hich some part of it came down to 
miah. 
us are, however, well substantiated. It 
covers a period. of · time from 626 until some time after 
586, and herice purely on the chronological basis is 
far from being a unity, since it reveals the conditions, 
not of one reign, but of many. The period during whibh 
it was written was a troubled one, and tended by the 
very conglomerate character of its trials to make the 
messages of its chief prophet . also conglomerate. To 
make a clear and concise outline of the book is by 
no means simple, but we may recognize numerous stages 
in its composition and compilation, the oldest of which 
are well substantiated by the text. In Jeremiah 36 
we learn that Baruch took dictation from J·eremiah, 
writing 11all the words" in a roll (vv. 4, 6, 17, 18, 
27), which Baruch read to the people, a.nd later to the 
king, who in anger destroyed it. The fi rs t writing took 
place in the fourth year of Jehoiakim : : 604. Rewritten, 
the roll contained not only the prophecies of the first 
roll, but also "many like wo rds 11 ( v. 32). Of the con-
• 
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tents of this roll we shall have more to say later. 
It is possible to recognize two other classes of writing 
besides his prophecies in Jeremiah,-- the biographical 
(or autobiographical), and the narrative. Duhm1 recog-
nizes only two in all,- "die prophetischen Gedichte, 
die er selber, tmd die Erz!blungen aue seinem Leben, 
die eein Freund Baruc~geschrieben hat." All scholars 
agree, however, that the material has been edited and 
re-edited, and hence that we must scan with care 
individual passages before we assign them to Jeremiah. 
And stages in If we are to work intelligently with 
its campo ei-
tion. Jeremiah's book, we must form some sort 
of a scheme, even though it be rather general, for 
the composition of his book, numerous stages in which 
must necessarily be somewhat hypothetical. To me the 
following scheme seems, if not adequate, at least 
suggestive: 
(a) The preparation of the roll of Jehoiakim's 
fourth year (604), which contained probably a synop-
sis or summary of the teaching of the prophet for the 
preceding 27 years, written by Baruch. (Jeremiah 36) 
(11) The rewritten roll of the fifth year of the 
same monarch (603) with "many added worde".(Jeremiah 
36:22) 
1. Israel's Prophets, p. 242. 
• 
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(c) These prophecies plus the additional words 
uttered in the seventeen years between 603 and 586, 
the eleventh year of Zedekiah. (Jeremiah 1:3) 
(d) Narratives relating to events after 586 B. c. 
were added at some later date, probably not until the 
close of the exile. 
(e) Two other groups of writings were probably 
added at various times; just when, it is difficult to 
say: 
(1) Biographical narratives relating to the 
l ife of the prophet during the reigns o.f Jehoiakim and 
Zedekiah were doubtless added at various stages of the 
compilation. Some of them are probably from the hand 
of Baruch, whom Dr. Knudson calls Jeremiah's Boswe11.1 
In fact it . is probable that he wrote a biography of 
his f r iend, from which the extracts founl in 19:14-20:6, 
26-29, 34-45 are taken. It has been suggested that he 
also edited the book of the prophet at about the same 
time, adding the biography of the prophet. Despite 
Schmidt's contention2 that no~ a Bingle line of our 
present book is from Baruch's hand, the majority of 
scholars 3 still favor the thought that he wrote some 
of our present book. But the order--or aather lack of 
l.Beacon Lights of Prophecy, p. 168 . 
2.Eneyclopedia Biblica, II, 2366f. 
3.Peake,Streane,Gray,Davidson,Duhm,Skinner,Cornill, 
Gi esebrecht. 
• 
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order-must ·be assigned, not to Baruch, but to various 
redactors whose efforts at arrangement and interpreta-
tion are at the root of much of the c~plexity and 
incomprehensibility found in Jeremiah. 
( 2) Numerous addition, glo sees, insertions, 
etc., more or less traceable, probably spread over 
many years and due to many hands, some of which were 
doubtless Deuteronomic, ( cf. infra) were also added •1 
This stage was not completed until after the exile. 
The comparison between the Hebrew and Greek texts 
shows tha t in all probability this editing and re-edit-
ing continued after the LXX translation. The book was 
found without doubt in various recensions. "There 
appears 2 to be something like collections in t h e book, 
e.g. Chs. 18-20, 21-23, 27-29, 30-33, •••• and some of 
these may have arisen at the hands of different per-
eons during the exile. 11 
With critical 
opinion upon 
the assignment 
of the Chapters 
to their res-
pective periods. 
No real agreement has been reached 
by scholars as to just what period 
each section of Jeremiah belongs. 
Some of the prophecies contain ref~r-
ences which show of what period they treat, if not when 
l.e.g.Ch.52 (cf' .2 Kings 24:1 8-25:21; 25:2?-30). 
2. cf. Davidson, H. B. D. II, p. 575. 
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they were uttered. The following examples will show tae 
respective viewpoints of various critics on the dates 
of various chapters: 
Davidson. 
(1) Reign of ~osia£ . 
Chapters 1-6 (1~3 later, also 3:14-18; 3:6-13 
dubious). 
(2) Reign of Jehoiakim. 
Chapters 7 (cf. 26:20), 22:10-12; 7:29-8:3,7-10; 
11:1-12:6; 18-20, 14-15, 16:1-17:18 (dubious); 
12:7-17:13. 
(3) Reign of Zedekiah. 
Gray. 
Chapters 24; 21-23; 27-29; 21:1-10; 37, 34, 38, 
32, 33, 30, 31 (dubious); · possibly 38:28b; 
39:3, 14-44; 46-51. 
(1) Josiah's refgn and the opening years of Jehoia-
kim's (626-603). 
Chapters 1:4-19; 3:6-18, and probably most of 
Chapters 2-6; 7:1-9:26; 10:17-25; 11:1-12:6; 
22:10-19; possibly parts of 14, 1 8-20 (if they 
do not belong below). 
( 2) Late in J ebo iakim 's reign ( 604-607 i). 
Possibly Chapters 14-17 (except vv. 19-27), 18-20 
(if not included in earlier period); 12:7-17. 
(3) Reign of Jehoiakim (597). 
Chapters 22: 20-37 and parts of Chapter 13 --
at least vv. 18 and 19. 
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(4)"Reign of Zedekiah (597-586). 
Chapters 24; possibly 23:9-40; 31:1-10~3f; some 
genuine fragments in Chapters 30 ff. ( cf. 
31: 31-34). 
(5) Na~ratives of 46-50 according to the time to 
which they refer. 
Driver. 
Stages in the redaction of Jeremiah. 
(1) The roll - prophecies before 604. 
(2) the second edition of the roll. 
1:1-2,4-19; 2-6; 7:1-9:26; 10:17-25; 11:1-8; 
11:9-12:6; 21:11-22:19; 25; 46:1-49:33; (pos-
sibly 14-17; 18-20). 
(3) Those chapters corresponding to the heading, 
Chapter 1 : 3. 
Chapters 13; 21:1-10; 22:20-23:8; 23:9-40; 
24; 30-33 ~n the main); 49:3409; 51:59-64a. 
(4) Chapters 38:28b; 39:3,14; 40-44. 
(5) Chapters 10:1-16; 50:1-51:58; 39:1-2,4-13; 
52, and other minor glosses and additions 
plainly not Jeremiah's. 
(6) It is also uncertain at what period various 
chapters were added. 
(a) Biographical narratives fro m. .Jehoiakim's 
reign. Chapters 26, 25, 26, 45. 
(b) Biographical narratives from Zedekiah's 
reign. Chapters 27-29; 34; 37-38:28a; 
39:15-18. 
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~· 
(l) I N Anathoth before 626. 
Chapters 2:2-3; 3:14-37; 3:1-5,12,13,19-25; 
4:1,3,4; 31:2-6,15-22. 
(2) In 626. 
Chapters 4:5-31; possibly 11:18-20; 14:1?-18; 
17 :l-4. 
-( 3) In Jerusalem during Josiah' a reign. 
Chapters 5:1-1?; 6:1-30; 7:28,29; 8:4,23; 
9:1-9,16-21; 10:19,20,22; 22:10. 
(4) During Jehoiakim's Rei5n. 
Chapters 22:12-17; 11:15,16; 12:7-12. 
· ( 5) Addi tiona after the burning of the roll. 
Chapters 22:18-23:6,7; 13:15-27. 
- . 
' (6) After Jehoiakim's fate. 
Chapters 22, 24, 28. 
(7) Time of Zedekiah. 
Chapter 38:22. 
(8) After Josiah's death but undated. 
Chapters 14:2-10; 15:5-21; 16:5-7; 18:3-17; 
23:9-12; 17:9,10; 14:16,17; 20:7-11,14-18; 
30:12-15. 
Creelman. 
(l) Summary of prophetic ~ssages before Deuteronomy 
( 626-621). 
Chapter~; 2:1-4:2; 4:3-6:30. 
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(2) Prophetic messages connected with discovery of 
the Law book (621). 
Chapters 11:1-8; 1?:19-2?(?). 
( 3) Beginning of Jehoiakim' s reign { 608). 
Chapters ?-10 {except 10:1-16); 26:?-10: 21:11-
22:9,10-12,13-19; 11 ~9+12:6; 18-20. 
(4) Jehoiakim's reign. 
Chapters 25; 46-49; 36:1-8;. 14:1-1?;18; 12:7-17; 
35. 
(5) Jehoiachin's reign. 
Chapters 13; 22:20-30. 
(6) Zedekiah's reign (until the rebellion). 
Chapters 23; 24; 2?-29 (since 27:1 is a mistake, 
Meaning Zedekiah); 51:59-64(?). 
(7) Revolt, siege and capture of Jerusalem. 
Chapters 21:1-10; 34; 37-38:28a; 39:15-18; 
32-33; 30-31. 
(8) Capture of Jerusalem. 
Chapters 38:28b-39:9; 52:1-2?. 
(9) Late ·sections. 
Chapters 39:10f; 40-44; 52:28-34; 10:1-16; 
50:1-51:58 exilic; questionable passages-
9:23-26; 1?:19-27, &c. 
Cornill. 
A chronological arrangement of the book. 
Discourses: Chapters 1:1,2,4,19; 2:1-13,18-3?; 
3:1-5,19-25; 4:3-9,11-31; 5:1-19,23-31; 6; 
18; ?; 8; 9:1-21; 10:17-24; 25:1-3,?~11,13a,l5-29; 
Sellin. 
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46:1-12; 4?; 48:1-2la,25,28,35-44; 49:1-33. 
Chapters 14; 15:1-10,15-21; 16:1-13,16-18,21; 
17:1-4; 14:18; 12:?-1?; 35:1-14,1?-19; 13; 
24; 29:1,3-15,21-22a,3lb,32; 49:34-39; 22; 
23:1-6. Footnotes and glosses. 
(1) Directly Jeremianic portions. 
Chapters 1:1-9:26; 10:1?-1?:18; (part of 31 
in its original form) - original roll. 
Chapters 18; 20:1?-18; 21:11-22:9; 25:1-11, 
15-26; 35 -from Jehoiakim's reign. 
Chapters 13:18f.; 22:20-30- Jehoiachin's 
reign. 
Chapters 23; 24; 2?; 32- Zedekiah's reign. 
Chapter 30 - After the fall of Jerusalem. 
(2) Baruch's portions. 
Chapters 19; 20:1-6; 21:1-10; 26; 28; 29; 
33:1-13; 34; 36-45; 4?; the kernel of 46; 
48; 49. 
(3) Later redactions. 
Chapters 10:1-16; 1?:19-2?; 25:12-14; 25:2?-38; 
33:14-26; 39:1-13; parts of 46; 48; 49; 50-52. 
From these attempts at chronological arrangement 
taken at random fro~various scholars, it will be seen 
that the book does not readily or absolutely date it-
self and that, while on some passages there is sub-
stantial agreement a mong the critics, unanimity is 
lacking on more. Recognition of the editorial hand is 
often clear, but not a lways, and Jeremiah and Baruch 
are not always easy to identify. 
The contents 
of Baruch's 
roll. 
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One of the most important of the sec-
tiona over which controversy has been 
waged is the contents of the roll of Baruch. Glad in-
deed should we be if we could settle the question, for 
upon it hang many of the more important questions as 
to the bona fide teaching and phraseology of Jeremiah. 
This problem is hence one if interest for our study. 
It seems probable, Schmidt1 to the contrary, that the 
tradition in Chapter 36 is historically reliable, and 
that the roll spoken of did exist. How much, if any 
of it, is to be found in our present book of Jeremiah 
is indeed a question. Opinions vary greatly as to the 
possible contents. Cornill 2 tells us, after giving a 
brief survey of the earlier chapters of the book,--
"We are thus compelled to suppose that this original 
roll was utilized indeed in the composition of our 
existing book of Jeremiah, but has not been preserved 
in its original form." I am quite ready to agree that 
we do not have the complete roll, a.nd in this sense 
the original form, but I think that there are fragments, 
at least, within the prophecies which fall into the 
early period of Jeremiah's ministry which may be con-
sidered a part of Baruch's famous composition. I agree 
l.Encyclo£edia Biblica, II, 2366-23?2. 
2.Introduction to Canonical Books of Old Testament, 
Tp •• Z9.$'. 
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with Cornill that there are extraneous and late passages 
in the early chapters, but I cannot see that their po-
sition makes impossible the conjectural reconstruc-
tion of the early scroll. It would seem probable that 
it would contain at least the ca111 of Jeremiah; some 
prophecies with reference to Judah and the nations, 
since apparently these were the words which roused 
the wrath of the king as Baruch proceeded2 ; and pos-
sibly some of the propheciee3 dealing with the early 
part of the reign of Jehoiakim, though how many we 
do not know. 
As far as the second edition is concerned, we 
know only that "many like words were added". Unless 
we suppose a long period of time between the two 
recensions, we cannot think of these additions as 
being voluminous. It seams probable that the whole 
roll in the beginning must have been fairly short 
to be read through three times iU a few hours, though, 
as Skinner remarks4 , "Neither can it have been very 
short if it contained all the words spoken by illi7"~ 
to Jeremiah against Jerusalem and Judah up to that 
1. cf. Jer. 1:2,4-19. 
2. cf. Jer. 2-6; 7:7-9:26. 
3. of. Jer. 10:17-25. 
4. op. cit., p. 239. 
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time." If the addition contained prophecies from the 
early period not included in the first roll, we cannot 
determine which they were. It is~ of course, this sec-
and roll which forms the basis of our early pro:phe-
cies. 
As far as the contents of the roll as we find 
it in the Book of Jeremiah are concerned, scholars 
are by no means agreed as to its extent, Some content 
themselves with a blanket statement such as,- "All 
prophecies from the reign of Josiah and from the ear-
ly part of the reign of J eho iakim" ; others are more 
specific: 
G, B, Gray:l Chapters 1:4-19; 3:6-18, and probably 
most of the remainder of 2~ 6, 7-9:26; 
10:17-25; 11:1-12:6; 22:10-19; possiblY 
also parts of 14-17, 18-20, 
c. J, Ball: 2 A record of all utterances previous to 
605, i.e., Chapters 1-12, some portions 
of 14-20, a.nd probably most of those 
dated in the fourth year of' Jehoiakim; 
i.e., Chapter 25 and parts of Chapters 
45-49 
T. K, Cheyne: 3 Chapters 25; 1:2; 1:4-9:22; 10:17-12:6; 
1. op~ cit,, p, 1939, 
2, Prophecies of Jeremiah,(Exposito:r's Bible), p. 30, 
3, "Jeremiah11 , Men of the Bible,p,l32. 
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25 ; 46-49 ; 26; 36 ; 45 • 
Creelman: 1 Chapters 1-6; 11:1-8; (17:19-27?); 26(?); 
7:1-9; 20:17-25; 21:11-22:19; 11:9-
12:6; 18-20; 25(in its original form); 
46-49 (in part?); 45. 
Skinner:2 The first twenty-five chapters, excluding 
prophecies of a date later than 604, 
editorial expansions, and possibly pri-
vate confessions and prayers3 , promises 
of hope in Chapter 3 and "other pieces 
irrelevant to the prophet's i mmediate 
purpose." 
McFadyen: 4 most of Ch~pters 1-12; much of Chapters 13-25. 
I; 
~:~ Chapters 1:2-6; 11:1-17; 17:1-9,21; 11:18-12:6 
(except vv. 1 8 and 19); 14-15; 16-l?~eome 
interpolations, however); 25 (in ori-
ginal form); 46:1-49:33 (as far as these 
chapters are· from the hand of Jeremiah). 
6 ~: Chapters 1~19:13; 22, 23, 25, 30, 31 (with the 
exception of a few later additions). 
1. Introduction to the Old Testament, pp. 105f. 
2. o p. cit • p . 239 • 
3. 11:18-23; 12:1-6; 15:1021; 17:9f.,l4-18; 18:18-23 ; 
20:7-12 ( 20:14-18). 
4. o p. cit. p. 159. 
5. Schaff-Herzog, Vo1.II, p. 119. 
6. Commentary, pp. xxxvif. 
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Davidson: 1 Chapters 1-6; ?-10 (except 10:1-16); 11:1-
12:6; probably 14; 15; 16:1-1?:18; 
22:10f •• 22:13f.(?); part of 25; prob-
ably 45, 18(?); 20:?ff.(?). 
Driver: 2 Chapters 1-10, (except 10:1-16); part of 11-18; 
nucleus of 25; parts of 46-49:33. 
Sellin: 3 Chapters 1-1?:18 and probably 31 in its ori-
ginal fa nn. 
The lack of unity of thought on the question 
of the contents of the roll leads me to venture my 
own opinion. In this counection it seems far more easy 
to determine along broad lines,at least,what cannot 
have been in the roll, rather than what actually was 
included, for we have few and imperfect criteria by 
which we can judge how much of the original roll 
we now possess. We know that it contained sections 
composed before the fourth year of Jehoiakim, and that 
it probably contained also some prophecies against the 
nations4 , a.nd possibly the specific prophecy that the 
Babylonian king would destroy Judah5 • More than that 
we cannot say. It seems probable that the group of 
1. H.B.D., Vol. II, pp. 5?Q f. 
2. op. cit., p. 2?1. 
3.Introduction , p. 150. 
4.cf. Jer. 36:2. 
5.cf. Jar. 36:29. 
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oracles found in Chapters 1-25 contain without doubt 
a large part of whatever we possess from the hand of 
the pro phet during this particular period. Chapter 
1:3, which is obviously an addition by a later hand, is 
a blanket statement usea to cover the later oracles 
included in Jeremiah as we now have it. Chapter 2 
presents no dif'ficul ties in the large, though diverse 
verses or parts of verses are questioned by various 
scholars. 1 H~lscher2 thinks that the words of Jere-
miah in the second chapter are contained in 2:2b-3, 
14-2?, 29-37 and that as a redaction were added the 
verses 2:2a, 28, 4ff. Arnold 3 regards 2:4-3:5 as a 
continuous whole addressed to the North Israelites. 
Verses lla,b, 15f, 26f, 28f are spurious. Cornill4 
regards 12:14-17 as a displaced but genuine portion 
of Jeremiah which cannot be assigned to its proper 
position. DUhm5 thinks 2:4-13 shows itself to be an 
entirely different type of discourse with a new be-
ginning, a different style, and a lack of the meter 
characteristic of Jeremiah. I do not feel t hat any 
of these reasons is conclusive. We doubtless have a 
1. cf. t-lolschE.'(, Co-rhrll 1 'Du.. h rn, e+ a...l. 
2. Die Propheten, s.399. 
3. Ephod and Ark, p.?€. 
4. Book of Prophet Jeremiah, p. 26. 
5. K.H.KJeremia, s.l7. 
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series of oracles rather than one consecutive whole 
in t h ese early chapters, a f·act which would account 
for the new beg~nning (if "Hear ye the word ••• " is 
to be thus interpreted), and the variety in both 
style and meter. I think Arnold's in t erpretation a sound 
one, a.nd see no reason why the passage as a whole should 
be rejected. That there are traces of emendation such 
as he suggests, I think probable. 1 
Chapter 3 is not without its difficulties. As has 
been suggested, Arnold thinks verses 1-5 are part of 
the first of two prophecies to North Israel, of which 
verses 6-22 for.m the seco nd. The beginning of the 
Chapte~suggests that the text has been mutilated. 
The majority3 of scholars seam to favor the sequence 
3:l-5,19ff. Cornill4 thinks 3:6-16 should follow 6:29 
and precede 11:2, while verses 17-18 have no connec-
t ion with the preceding verses, 1 8 contradicting 14, 
though they displace the conclusion originally belong -
ing to verses 6-16. Arnold regards as spurious verses 
3a, 7b-ll,( {J.'::Il "Y ?-:> SlllSl) in 13b, 17-19 
and thinks verses 22b-25 "unmistakeably the rumination 
of a post-exilic Jew." 5 Of verses 6-15, Duhm6 says 
"Dass bier ausser vs. l2b,l3, nichts von Jeremias 
1. cf. also H~lscher, p. 3~2 n2. 
2. 3:1 
3. Giesbre_ch t ., __ s ~ l4 • . So also Cornill,Slade,Kuenen,Driver. 
4. o p . cit., p.44. cf. op.cit., pp.48,49. 
5. op. cit., p. 76. 
6. op. cit., s. 36. 
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Hand herrtllit, beweisst schon die sehr geringe~chrift­
stellerische ~ualitgt diesea Abachnittea, abe~freilich 
nach mehr die Innhalt." Whil;e I do not think the ques-
tion can be arbitrarily settled, I believe that we have 
several fragments here in chapter 3, which have been 
put\together without due regard to thought. I agree 
with Dr. Arnold that verses 2~-25 savor of post-exilic 
Judaism and I think that verses 6-16 bear traces of 
similar redaction. For the moat part, however, I 
think the chapter belongs to the early part of Jere-
miah's minietry, and I like Dr. Arnold's suggestion 
that it refers primarily, along with 2;4ff 1 to North 
Israel. 
Chapter 10:1-16 is perhaps the next portion of 
the text which requires mention, for the main parts of 
Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are usually regarded as 
parts of the roll without much controversy.l The tenor 
of 10:1-16 is quite evidently late. The situation is 
that of the exiles in Babylonia when the people are 
not already abandoned to idolatry but are learning it 
(10:2), and are warned against foreign gods as being 
unable to harm them. The phraseology is different 
from Jeremiah's. Verse 11 is Aramaic. Indeed, Driver 
1. cf., e.g., Cornill, p. 79. 
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goes so far as to say that "the only noticeable point 
of contact with Jeremiah's style is in verse 15: 
nsrr-p~ JH:ll II • 1 It seems probable that the 
passage is the work of a hand from the latter part 
of the exile, whose spirit was akin to II Isaiah (cf. 
Is. 40:9-22; 41:2-23; 44:9-20; 46:5-7). 
As far as the early date of Chapter 11 is 
concerned, scholars vary. Ball, Davidson, Cheyne, Gray,2· 
Sellin, all assign it to the roll. Cornill also thinks · 
it was among the early chapters belonging to the period 
before 604~ Duhm4 , on the other hand, assigns verses 
1-14 to the hand of the editor, and ma~es only verses 
15ff. an "echte JeremialJ.ieder". H~lscher5 regards only 
verses 15 and 16 as truly Jeremianic. It would seem 
that in all probability that at least the nucleus of 
the ehapter belongs to the ro11. 6 Certainly Chapter 
11:18-23 seem to point to the story of a plot on the 
prophet's life by the men of Anathoth and are usually 
considered by those scholars who select such a g:r;o up 
1. op. cit., p. 254n. 
2. cf. supra, · p.SI~. 
3. op. cit., p. 79. 
4. op. cit., s. 107. 
5. op. cit., s. 399,403. 
6. For further discussion on the meaning of the Chap-
ter, see relationship of Deut. and Jer. (Infra). 
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a part of the confessional sections of the prophecy1 , 
the central interest of which is regarded as being the 
inner struggle of the prophet between fidelity to 
his call and the impulses of his nature. 
~ Chapter 12:1-3,5,6 we have a similar con-
fession, probably a continuation of the passage 2 11: 
18-23. Verse 4 which brBaks the context and is ob-
scure, is probably an interpolation. The tenor of the 
latter part of the Chapter is not wholly that of the 
roll, for 12:7-1? seem to belong to a l~ter period 
when .Judah's "evil neighbors 113 (Syria4, Moab, and 
Ammon) preyed upon her and were alsqthreatened5 
by the exile, after which they too would be restored 
if they embraced Israel's religion~Such a period is 
found in that following .Jehoiakim's revolt after 
three years of unwilling tribute to Nebuchadnezzar. 
Chapters 13:1-17:18 contain much which makes 
it impossible to think of them as being a part of the 
original roll. Duhm thinks that to conceive of .Jere-
miah as perfor.ming the symbolical acts in i3:1-14 is 
impossible. "Nur6ein Mann, der die Proprreten wie Mar-
1. See Skinner, p. 109f. 20ln. 
2. cf. Skinner p. 112, Cheyne,.Jeremiah:His 
Times, p. 122f. 
3. cf. 12: 14 ; ~"" ~ . ~. ·; .~ ..._ 
4. of. II Kin__.gs 24 :l:f. 
5 • 12 : 15 ; :_ ·-· : -- ' : - .. 
3a. 12:16. 
6. op, cit. s. 119. 
.. 
Life and 
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ionetten behandelt, konnt~ihn ein solche Rolle spielen 
lassen, und den dftrftigsten Gedanken mit dem ungehwer-
lichsten Appara t ausstatten. 11 For this viewpoint, I 
have great sympathy. Yet it is true thatthe Oriental 
mind and the Oriental method are not the Occidental; 
and the seventh century B. c. is not the twentieth 
A. D. Much that would perhaps seem obnoxious to us 
would not so have appeared to the people of Jerusalem 
i n Jeremiah's day. Nevertheless, DUhm's co~tention is 
upheld by the fact that Cornill1 places the verses 
later and H~lscher2 does not regard them a part of 
Jeremiah's speeches. The narrative character of the 
section seems to me at any rate to point to a place in 
Jeremiah later than the roll, which was probably 
wholly or largely discourse. Of Chapter 13:15-2?, 
Duhm 3 says, "(Es) ist die Hand Jeremias unverltenllbar 
II 
und die Anderung und Zus!tze der Sp!teren leicht zu 
erkennen und au~heiden." H8lscher4 regards it as 
a part of the fifth group of the words of Jeremiah. 
At any rate it seems probable t hat this part of the 
chapter, if it be Jeremiah's, comes from a period later 
1. p. ?9. 
2. s. 403. 
3 • S • 122 • 
4. s. 403. 
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than that of the roll, since it mentions a king1 and 
his mother who are doubtless Jehoiachin and the 
queen-mother, the latter being prominent because of 
her son's youth and her consequently distinguished 
position in the kingdom. The conqueror who had been 
a friend was probably Eaby1onia.2 
Chapters 14:1-17:18 show the imminence of the 
crisis to a marked degree and hence seem to me to 
belong to the period closer to the exiJ;e than the 
writing of the roll. "Wohl reden auch diese Dichtungen 
noch vom Feinde aus Norden, aber es sind nicht ~ mehr 
die Skythen (vgl. 13:21) sondern offenbar die 6haldaer, 
die seit 605/4 ~n Syrien~ie M~cht .an sich gerissen 
haben; die Freunde mit denen man geliebaugelt hat, 
werden zu hart en Herren ••• Di ese Dich tung en gehB ren 
also off'enbar in wesentlechen spl!terer Zeit an, 
wahl nach 605." ~ 
The emphasis upon Sabbath observance found in 
Chapter 1?:9-27 is unlike Jeremiah's usual spirit 
of disregard for ritualism and emphasis on the religion 
of the heart. These verses, too, must be considered 
late and not from Jeremiah's hand. 
Chapters 18-20 are regarded by some reputable 
1. cf. Jer. 13:18,19. 
2. HM1scher, s. 403. 
• 
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1 . t scholars as belong1ng to the roll a least in part. 
Cornill limits that "part" to Chapter 18; H~lscher 
regards only 18:3-17 as Jeremiah's and puts it in the 
period well after 605; and DUhm thinks that,while 
18:3-17 is Jeremiah's, the rest of the Chapter, 
with 19tl-20:6, is the product of the editor, though 
in Chapter 20:7-8 we return to Jeremiah. Chapter 20: 
4-18 is obviously, I think, from the hand of Jeremiah, 
but I doubt if it belongs to so early a period as 
that of the roll. DUhm regards the figure of the pot-
teras late fiction, but Cornill thinks it genuinely 
historical. Certainly verses 13-17 of Chapter 18 sug-
2 3 
gest the spirit of Chapters 2 : .. and 3, and hence would 
not be incongruous in an early collection of Jeremiah's 
discourses. It does not seem probable that any Eon-
siderable part of Chapters 18-20 was contained in the 
roll, however, the most probable being those verses 
just mentioned, and 20:14-18, which latter passage I 
think was probably later. 
Chapter 21:1-10 places us in Zedekiah's reign 
and hence cannot have belonged to the roll. 21:11-
23:8 contains a group of prophecies in regard to the 
rulers which, while they may contain original words 
of Jeremiah (e.g.,H~lscher thinks 22:6-?;10,13-24,28; 
1. cf. supra p.51~ 
2. of. v. 32/ 
3 • . c f • vv • 2 , 3 • 
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1 23:9-13 to be his) are certaib¥Y glossed. The Mea-
sianic passage 23:5-8 is dubious and cannot at any rate 
be thought of as from the early part of Jeremiah's 
ministry. DUhm2 , Volx, Marti deny its authenticity, 
while Giesebrecht and Cornill vindicate it. Duhm and 
Schmidt regard ~~e whole chapter as late. Peake thinks 
it refers to Zedekiah. Chapeer 23:4-40 contains many 
late additions, though DUhm3 regards its nucleus from 
Jeremiah, greatly worked over. H~lscher4 thinks verses 
9-15 Jeremiah's. At any rate the passage directed 
against the propaets5and speaking of the wickedness 
of the land, refers to a later period than that of 
the roll. Chapter 24, "the basket of figs" passage, 
comes from the period after the first deportation 
(59 7 B. C. ) 
With Chapter 25 we have a passage which pur-
ports to carry us back to the fourth year of the 
reign of Jehoiakim. Skinne~aand Dunm6 think the first 
thirteen or fourteen verses of the Chapter for.m a con-
clusion to the roll of 604, a viewpoint which seems 
to me sound. According to Duhm7 verses llb,l2,13b,l4 
1. e.g., 21:11,12; 23:19,20.cf.Corni11, p. 79. 
2. Peake, pp. 259-260. 
3, cf. s. 1. 82, 
4. s. 404 · 
5. Driver \.hinks these active under Zedekiah. 
6a • c f • p • 24 o • 
6. cf. s. 200. 
7. cf. s. 201-202. 
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bear traces of the redactor of later days. He thinks 
the section as a whole should closely relate to Chap-
ter 1. Cornill1 regards 25:1-3,7-11,13a,l5-29 as a 
genuine part of the roll, while Drive~ays, "It is 
extremely doubtful whether verses ll-14,25b are 
genuine; nearly all rn.odern scholars are of the opinion 
that the original prophecy has here been expanded by 
a writer who had the entire book (iDcluding 50-51 
to which verse 13 alludes) before him, for the purpose 
of emphasizing the judgement destined to ~~11 upon 
Babylon ultimately." Of verses 15-26, Duhm2 says, 
"raider ist die :Qarstellungsgabe des Verfl.s. der grossar-
o ~~~. hf. S"' ,_u 01 C h :St: n 
tig4!n Konception; w!re die letztere zur Ausft\hrung 
,.. 
gekommen, wie sie sollte so w!re das Stftck eines 
Jeremia wftrdig gewesen. Aber dem Je~kann es freilich 
auch deshalb nicht augeh~ren, wail er eben kein 
Prophet fftr die V~lker ist, ~-il es 1:5 heiss, 
sondern nur der Prophet der i 'r.)'j - SJJ.. 11 Ve rses 30-33, 
34-38 he thinks contain pictures of the world-judge-
mentwhich are akin to Is. 26:20-27:1, which came from 
the last part of the second century. 3 He adds, 
"Mit Cap. 25 ist das eigentliche Buch dar Worte Jere-
mias zu Ende. Es ist, wie wir gesehen haben, in seiner 
jetztigen For.m ein Werk der Sp~tleben,den Theologen, 
1. cf. p. 79,/ 
2. s. 203. 
3. cf. s. 209. 
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wenn auch die Dichtungen Jeremias einen betrachtlichen 
Teil dieser eigenartige l(omposi tion ausmachen. 11 Of 
the relationship between Chapters 25 and 46-49 we 
shall speak later. In view of the much speaking of the 
critics, we can assign only the nucleus of 25 to the 
roll. 
In the second part of the book we find little 
which could have been in the first part originally. 
Scholars regard only Cl1apters 30,31,46-51 as possibly 
ea..- I~ 
parts of Jeremiah's book. Chapters 26-29,32-45, with 
..,. 
due regard for later additions and glosses, of which 
1 Corni l l distinguishes several, are usually thought 
to be from Baruch's biography, though H8lscher2 
omits 27, 32-33, 35 and adds 51; 59-64. As far as 
Chapters 30-31 are concerned, Duhm tells us that while 
there are a few genuine strophes of Jeremiah therein, 
the majority is redactional. Cornill 3 places them 
after 586, noting various redactional elements there-
in. Peake tells us that little if any of Jeremiah's 
prophecies is to be found in 30, but that there are 
blocks of authentic material in 31, of which the New 
Covenant passage (31:31-34) is one4 , .a position with 
l.Namely 27:7; 29:2,16-20,22b-31a ; 32:lb,2b-5,17-23; 
33:2,3,1la,b,l4-26; 35:5,16 ; 3?:2; 39:1.3; 44:29,30. 
2. cf. s. 386. 
3. cf. "Arrangement of Text 11 1. 51 in Ha upt's Sacred 
Books of the Old Testament. 
4. cf. p. 70. 
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which Marti agrees, but which DUhm1 reluctantly but 
with finality is forced to concede is not possible. At 
any rate the chapters do not belong to the roll, and 
contain on1y traces of Jeremiah's hand. As far as the 
New Covenant passage is concerned, I am loath to re-
linquish it, and am still to be convinced that the 
nucleus is not Jeremiah's despite the difficulties 
of style in which it is now imbedded. 
Chapters 46-49 present peculiar difficulties 
because of the difference in arrangement in the Greek 
and Hebrew. manuscripts. 'rhese will be considered 
from this viewpoint a little later in our discussion. 
Duhm2 considers them much more manifestly the work 
of a late scribe than the majority of the additions 
1'o 
to Jeremiah's speeches or" Baruch's biography. Co rnill, 
however'ii regards them as in their original fo .rm part 
of the roll: 46:1-12; 47; 48:1-2la, 25, 28, 35-44; 
49:1-33. They certainly seem to fit more closely after 
25:13 than in their present place, an admission which 
does not mean however that they were necessarily a part 
of the original roll. Says Skinner3 , "The mixed author-
of the foreign prophecies in Chapters 46-51 is generally 
recognized, and the efforts to disentangle a Jeremianic 
1. s. 255. 
2. B • 33? • 
3. cf. p. 239 n3. 
nucleus in the various oracles hardly repays the labor 
spent upon it." With him I agree and hence do not 
think it is at all probable that the section was in 
the famous roll. 
Chapters 5if-5158 are not in all probability 
from the hand of the prophet, for the destruction of 
the temple is presupposed(50:28; 51:11,51); the Jews 
are in exile suffering for their sins (50:4f,7,17,33; 
51:34f) though ~1TI, is now ready to deliver them (50:20, 
34; 51:33b,36) and avenge them on their foes. Chapter 
52 is plainly from the hand of the compiler, for it 
parallels II Kings 24:18-25:21,27-30 and adds 52:28-
30 which is not found in LXX and the chronology of 
which differs from 52:12. 
To summarize the discussion on the contents of 
the roll: I think that the following passages in their 
original for.m were contained therein: 1:1-2,4-19; 
2-6 (except possibly part of Chapter 3); 7-9:26; 10: 
17-25; and probably the nucleus of 11; 12:.1-3,5,6; 
and the nucleus of 25. There. may hage been in it other 
words of Jeremiah which wc :. l .still possess but they 
are so encrusted with later additions and glosses that 
it is impossible to be sure what they are. 
While we should be jubilant and triumphant to 
the extent perhaps of "trumpets and sha'WIIJ.s 11 , could 
we reconstruct the roll, I am by no means sure that 
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we chould have found the panacea for all the ills of 
criticism which some critics think. That we might be 
able to solve our particular problem more intelligent-
ly is probable, for we should possess a criterion of 
authenticity which is not now ours. The question of 
the contents of the roll seems to be one which can 
never be satisfactorily solved in the light of present 
documents. The fact that it is not settled by the ma-
jority of scholars is a point in proof of its diffi-
culty. 
The text of The text of ~eremiah provides no 
Jeremi ah: 
differences · lees thorny soil for the feet of the 
in the Maso-
retic and the critic than does the contents of the 
LXX readings. 
roll. The problem consi ate of the dif-
ferences in the two texts, the Masoretic and the LXX, 
and the reasons for such differences. There is more 
difference between the two texts of Jeremiah than of 
any other book in the Old Testament. 2700 words of 
the Hebrew are not found in the Greek,- a difference 
amoun t ing to about one~eighth of the book. The addi-
tiona made by the LXX to the Masoretic text are so 
few as to be almost negligible. Gieeebrecht calculates 
about 100 words of the LXX are abseut from the Hebrew. 
• 
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Scholars have waxed hot on the question, some pre-
ferring the Hebrew, some the Greek. De Wette, Hit-
zig, Michaelis, Movers, Bleek, Sholz, Workman, 
prefer the latter; Graf, Keil, Eichorn, Nagelsbach, 0-
relli, the former. Ewald, Kuenen and others think the 
Greek the more original, but the Hebrew the better 
reading. The Greek text differs from the Hebrew in ar-
rangement of the oracles against the nations (46-51), 
which in the LXX follow 25:13 and are followed by 
25:15-36; in the arrangement of prophecies within that 
section, the order 1~,3,4,5,6,?,8,9 of the Hebrew 
being 8,9,1,2,5,4,7,6,3 in the Greek; in the absence1 
of letters, words and even paragraphs of the Hebrew 
as well as in the addition2 of words, phrases and sen-
tences in the Greek; in certain changes in mood, tense, 
gender, person, number and case 3 ; in the substitu-
tion of parts of speech, rhetorical expressions, syn-
onyma, proper names, different from those found in 
the Hebrew. 4 As is easily seen the most considerable 
difference is the transposition of Chapters 46-51. 
1. e.g., a:lOa~b-12; ll:?-8b ; 29:16-20; 50:10,11, 
15,22; 33:14-26; 10:11; 25:1,2,6; 25:7,9,11-13; 
25:29,33; 25:14,18,20; 25:24-26. 
2. 7:4; 11:16; 4:29; 3:20; 29:1; 1:17. 
3. 4:11 ; 7: 32; 3:11 ; 8: 6 ; 3: 6b ; 22: ?a; 7: 24, 26. 
4. 15:1; 49:37; 11:23. 
• 
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The reasons for the differences are not always 
apparent. While many of the omissions may be due to 
careless, arbitrary, or ignorant copyists, as Graf 
suggests, others may possible be traced to a hasty 
transcription or to a desire for brevity. Many of the 
omissions, for example, are apparently very unimportant. 
For instance, "eaith iJiil," is omitted 64 times; the 
simple )pi)"' instead ofJH~J..i'j illil"' is frequently used;, 
the name of Jeremiah without the title ~·4Joccurs 
often. Nevertheless, we are under the impression, as 
we scan the differences, that scribal errors or inten-
tion vannot account for so large a number of varia-
tiona. Not even the theory of the difficult text and 
the knowledge of the difficulties arising from an un-
pointed text can explain all the differences. In-
deed, as Work.'!l.an tells us in his "Text of Jeremiah"1 , 
the question is a complex one, for the divergences 
plainly have no common origin. He states thirteen rea-
sons why the divergences exist, smphasi:sing the facts 
that numerous amplifications in the Hebrew are but 
glosses interpolated; that there are many scribal errors 
due to imperfect text, misreading of abbreviation 
(e.g., i1 :: 5; n :: 8}, lack of punctuation, lack of 
1. pp. 185 ff'. 
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accent, differences in spelling, lack of spaces be-
tween words, the use of dictation in copying; that the 
Hebrew text bears traces of more frequent and more 
careful revision; that the etymological system of the 
LXX scribes and the Masoretes evidently differed; 
that in view of the discrepancies, which after all 
are of a comparatively small number, the two texts 
represent two different recensions of the book, the 
one authorized by the prophet in Egypt, the other by the 
Jewish synagogue in Babylonia or Palestine~ The LXX 
comes from the first, which thus represents the earlier 
manuscript, and hence the purer and better. 
I am not prepared to acknowledge unconditionally 
that the LXX is the better text. I am sure, however, 
that the Masoretic text and the LXX do point to two 
different recensions of Jeremiah, or to two different 
stages in the history of the book. It seems to me im-
possible to say that either text is unconditionally 
the better. Graf's bitter polemic against the LXX 
translators seems to me as unwarranted as Workman's 
warm defense o:f them. It is probable that neither oa.n 
be regarded as the whole truth, Which lies somewhere 
in neutral ground. 
1. For this viewpoi~t we are unable to find histori-
cal 'lbacking :· Dr. Pfeiffer calls it "pure imagina-
tion~ 
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As far as the arrangement of Chapters 46-51 is 
concerned, they certainly seem to fit more closely 
after 25:13 than in their present position in the Maoo-
retie text. Peake thinks that they should be at the 
1 
end of Chapter 25 , and that therefore neither the 
LXX nor the Masoretic text has the original arrangement. 
Skinner however thinks that the LXX preserves the o-
riginal order, because of modifications which took 
place in the text in Hebrew which obviously presup-
2 pose the immediate sequence of heathen prophecies, 
which modifications the LXX does not have. e.g., 
verse 11: LXX: "they (i.e., the people of Judah) 
shall b e servants among the nations" was changed to 
"these (the foreign peoples) shall serve the king of 
Babylon" in the Hebrew. The heading of the LXX col-
lection of prophecies,- "that which Jeremiah pro-
phesied against the nations" in verse 13 of Chapter 
25 not having been moved with the rest of the pro-
phecies which it originally introduced, when they were 
placed at the end of the book. McFadyen 3 is sure that 
while a "certain plausibility attaches itself to the 
Greek text •••. the Greek position of the oracles is ex-
1. Commentary - Jeremiah, Centurl Bible, p. 4f (Vol.II). 
2. op. cit., p. 241. 
3. I ntroduction to Old Testament, p. 157. 
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ceedingly clumsy •••• Further, the Hebrew arrangement 
within the oracles is much more probable than the Greek. 
The former appropriately reserves the oracles against 
Babylon to the end, the latter places it •••• among the 
nations which are to be punished by Babylon herself, 
Chapter 25:9." 
Careful consideration of the whole problem of 
the relationship of the two texts is impossible here, 
We cannot say that either text is unconditionally bet-
ter, but, so far as we can discover, the majority of 
scholars prefer the Masoretic text, which we shall 
fdllow. The fact8 that the text of Jeremiah was open 
to redaction and modification until late, and that 
the various writings of Jeremiah may have existed in 
separate, small collections out of which the various 
recensions grew seem to me the most important conclu-
sione from such a textual study. 
S1~ary of dis- We may summarize our conclusions 
cussion on the 
critical ques- in regard to the critical questions 
tions in Jere-
miah. connected with Jeremiah, b~ saying: 
{ 1) That the book covers a long period of time ( 626-
586 and after) and is far from being a unity. 
( 2) The numerous stages in its composition and 
compilation may be recognized, although scholars do 
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not agree as to the date of various portions of the 
book. 
(3) That a scheme of the development of the book, 
some stages of which must be regarded as hypothetical, 
others as well substantiated historically, consists of 
five or six distinct periods, the last one not being 
complete. until af'te·r the exile. 
(4) That the contents of the roll of Baruch is 
one of the most interesting problems, though it is dif-
ficult to tell what it contained specifically. Jere-
miah's call, early prophecies concerning the nations 
and Judah, possibly some of the prophecies of the 
early part of Jehoiakim's reign being included, with 
additional material concerning which scholars do not 
agree, i.e., 1:1-2,4-19; 2-6 (except possibly part of 
Chapter 3); 7-9:26; 10:17-25; probably the nucleus of 
11; 12:1-3,5,6; and the nucleus of 25. 
(5) That the comparison of the Hebrew and the Greek 
texts also offers a problem which is difficult to set-
tle, the differences being so varied, and dependent up-
on such different reasons, that it is impossible to oo.y 
that either text is unco !~ditionally better, though we 
shall follow the Masoretic, which the majority of 
scholars favor. 
Other critical questions which involve both 
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Hosea and Jeremiah, such as their respective doctrines 
of the future, and their respective relationships to 
Deuteronomy will be found in the comparison of the two 
books, 
-75-
ll 
A comparison of One of the simplest and at the 
Hosea and his 
predecessors is same time the most effective ways 
valuable; but his 
survival value de- of bringing out the influence and 
pends on his in-
fluence on his character of a man or of a book is 
successors. 
by comparison. A comparison of Ho-
sea with his predecessors is very illuminating. He 
and Amos, for instance, have often been considered 
from such a view point, the results being interesting 
if sometimes overstated in one direction or the other. 
Hosea's God is, after all, but another face of the 
God of justice preached by Amos. While such a com-
parison is of value, that with his successors is even 
more illuminating. For. after all, a man's survival 
value is of great worth in estimating his essential 
contribution. 'Whether we regard certain portions of 
Hosea as genuine, whether we trace the prohibition 
of idol worship to him, for example, 11 in a 'measure 
very important; but of far greater importance for the 
ethical and spiritual as well as for the purely intel-
lectual vie\~'point upon the values of life is the in-
fluence of his teachings upon his successors. 
Traces of Hose-
anic influence 
is found in both 
Old and New 
Testaments. 
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There are traces of Hosea's ere-
ative and pioneer efforts not in any 
one book, but in many. Many schol-
ars find strong evidence of Hosea's teaching in Deuter-
anomy which is an attempt at putting the ideals of the 
. 1 
eighth century _ prophets into a Law code. Similarly, 
traces of Hoseanic influence m~y be found in Second 
2 3 . 
Isaiah (cf. Is.50:1), Ezekiel (34:25; 16:23), and 
4 Deutero-Zechar&ah (11:5; 13:2). Even more, the in-
fluence of this prophetic book is found in the New 
Testament. While such as influence as that found in 
Matthew's ~ospel, in such a passage as "out of Egypt 
have I called my son", is built on a false basis of 
exegesis from our viewpoint, nevertheless, there are 
many other instances which 
2 :A , 2!"; Ro:t;~.. 9 : 25 , 26 ; Ho s • 
are not. ( cf. Ho s .2.: 1 0 ; 
t-lo'0~o.. 
Q.:t; Ro~. 9 :44; 13:14; I 
" 
Cor. 15:55; Has. 11:1; Mat. 2:15; Hos. ~:1 0 ,25; 
I Pet. 2:10; Hos. 6:6; Mat. 9:13; Hos. 10: 8 ; Rev. 26: 
16; Luke 23:30; Hos. 11:1; Mat. 2:15) 5 • Again and again 
we find the whole conception of J1li, as the God of 
love whose care for Israel has been constant since early 
1. cf. Dt. 7:7,8,10,15. 
2. Ho s. 2: 1-3. 
3. Ho s. 2:18. 
4 • Ho s • 2 : 1 7 • 
5. T.K.Cheyne,"Hosea",(Cambridge .bible); and T.W. 
Crafer, Book of Hosea, p. 22. 
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days, but who demands~n return not simply rites and 
ceremonies but ethical and spiritual religion. "We 
shall not exaggerate if we say that there is no 
truth uttered by later prophets in regard to the Di-
vine Grace," says George Adam Smi th1 , "which we do not 
find in germ in (Hosea). 11 Comparable to the parables 
of Jesus, the same scholar suggests, is Hosea's po-
etry which "clings to his native soil like its trail-
. . 112 ~ng v1nes. 
But especially 
in Jeremiah. 
As we go through the books of the 
Old Testament, however, we find that 
nowhere is the influence more markedly exerted by 
Hosea than in Jeremiah. The similarities between~he 
two books strike us forcibly. Hence it is our prob-
lem to analyze these likenesses, and to discover the 
possible relationship between the books, the prophets, 
or the book of one and the personality of the other. 
A fact recognized 
by many scholars. 
The subject is an interesting 
one, and worthy of more than mere 
speculation. It is recognized by all careful students 
of the books to such an extent that scarcely a commen-
1. Twelve Prophets (Expositors), p. 230. 
2. idem., p. 232. 
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tator on either, especially on Jeremiah, fails to 
remark upon it. We are constantly runni~g upon such 
statements as, "Jeremiah was the spiritual heir of 
Hosea 111 , or "(Hosea) was the Jeremiah of Israel". 2 
"In Hosea (Jeremiah) found not only a teacher but 
a spirit kindred to his own." We are constantly being 
told that Jeremiah was evidently steeped in the 
prophets of the eighth century3 , particularly in Ho-
sea. "As the Kingdom of Israel on its downfall bore 
in Hosea its noblest prophetic fruit, eo in the time 
immediately preceding the destruction of Judah we 
find the sublime figure of Jeremiah.,,It can be proved 
and one which 
we shall seek 
through com-
pari son to ex-
plain. 
that Jeremiah was powerfully influ-
enced by Hosea and that he looked 
4 
on him as his prototype," We shall 
seek to point out the points of aim-
ilarity and the deductions which may be made from them. 
A comparison of the One of the most interesting 
relation of Jeremiah 
to Deuteronomy. and at the same time most ' evident 
of the similarities between Hosea 
and Jeremiah is their co~mon relationship to the book 
1. Scott, o p. cit • , p. 9 2. 
2. T. K. Cheyne, Hosea, p. 11. 
:3. Skinner 
4. Cornill, Prophets, p. 91. 
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of Deuteronomy. The latter, one of the moe~ important 
of Old Testament books, has been rightly called a pro-
phetic law book, for it contains an attempt to codify 
into laws the ideals of the eighth century prophets. 
Standing between the two prophets in point of time, it 
was thus dependent upon Hosea1 , yet influenced the 
thought of the same period as did the message of the 
young Jeremiah. Whether the book is the product of 
one author or of a group of authors from among the 
prophets of the day has no special bearing upon the 
discussion, and is by no means an established question 
among scholars. It was probably written about 650 
and "found" in 621, about five years after Jeremiah's 
call. There have been numerous attempts to 11 explain 11 
Deuteronomy, for its religious 2 value is so great that 
despite the draw-backs that its legalistic and ration-
alistic viewpoint presents to our age, it contains mueh 
of eternal worth. The most recent attempt at explanation, 
3 perhaps, i e A. C. Welch's plan of putting the nucleus 
of the book (Chapters 12-26) .back into early times. 
With his conclusions, I am forced to disagree since 
they seem to be built upon false hypotheses such as 
that the Israelites never took over any Caananitish 
1. cf. Driver, Deuteronomy (I.c.c.), pp. xxviif. 
2. idem., pp. xxiiif. 
3. A.C.Welch,Code of Deuteronomy, p. 195. 
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I 
shrines and that the centralization of worship had 
no place in the program laid down by the code. 
t, 
Welch also mentions H8lscher's attempt to regard the 
code as coming from about 500 B. c., the deposit 
rather than the program of the refor.m. This hypothesis, 
which rests on the "impracticable idealism" of the 
code would make necessary another program of which we 
apparently have no traces. Further, in the very 
11 impracticability" of the "idealism" lies the genesis 
of much that is rich and valuable in the history 
of morals and religion. "Religion 3 becomes thus the 
real ground of all moral and social order." As yet 
I have found no arguments forceful enough to rock 
the foundations of one of the fir.mest establishments 
of Old Testament criticism; the code of Deuteronomy 
(Deuteronomy 12-26) is still to be regarded as the 
book found in the temple which was the program of 
Josiah's house cleaning. 
Since, therefore, the finding of the code 
took place in Jeremiah's time, and since it embodies 
much that was valuable in the teachings of his pre-
decessors, Jeremiah's attitude to Deuteronomy is not 
an idle question in considering the re~igious life 
of the day. The two bo.oks offer keys which may unlock 
1 • idem • , p • 211 • 
2. ,Jtrn., --p . l~ 
3. Driver, I.C.C. 1 p. xxxii. 
• 
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for us doors to a more sympathetic understanding of 
the religion and the ethics of the seventh century. 
Much speculation has been ventured concerning Jere-
miah's relationship to the code, On this point there 
is wide divergence of opinion among scholars. Many 
of the older critics thought that Jeremiah1 was · 
the author of Deuteronomy1 or that he was responsible 
for the promulgation if not for the finding of the code, 
I 
Many said that if not actually the author, Jeremiah 
was at least a trusted friend and fellow worker of 
Halkiah, the high priest. A careful comparison of 
Deuteronomy2 and Jeremiah reveals, however, that the 
two differ so greatly in language and in spirit 
that they are not the work of one man. Further, there 
seems to have been no close connection between Jere-
miah and Josiah similar to that between Isaiah and his 
king or between Jeremiah and Helkiah. Again, Jere-
miah certainly played no part in the finding and pro-
clamation of the finding of the Deuteronomic Code, 
Despite attempts to account for the fact on the ground 
of the prophet's youth, or his absence from Jerusalem, 
we have no satisfactory means of accounting for his 
1. cf, Driver, pp. xciii-xciv. 
2. cf. -p\..1.. v. ,, 0 Jeremias Stell ung zu Deuteroni um, 
a, 130f. for a list of striking differences 
between the two books. 
• 
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lack of participation in the striking event. As to 
his attitude toward the code during his ministry) 
scholars are far from agreement. Some think he was 
definitely hostile to the refor.m, using Jeremiah 8:8 
as the basis of their argument, while others regard 
Jeremiahln-4 as proof that the prophet~ activity was 
a support of the code. A thi~d group contends for a 
more balanced viewpoint on t h e part of the prophet, 
neither wholly hostile nor wholly favorable. 
It does not seem possible that Jeremiah would 
have regarded the code of Deuteronomy as false, 
since he had much in common with its attitude: e.g., 
regard for the poor and needy, and sincere devotion 
il 1iP to f • His deep appreciation of the king, Josiah, 
whose reforms were probably based upon this code, 
points to at least a non-hostile attitude toward Deut-
eronomy. Yet, on the other hand, J"eremiah was scarcely 
in harmony with its stress on ritual which seems incom-
patible with his emphasis-on "the changed heart"1 , 
and his attitude toward the cult and the temple. 
Of the vari~us solutions of his relationship~ Deuter-
onomy which are offered by scholars, the most probable 
seems to me that Jeremiah in his earlier ministry 
fostered the refor.m, but later, disappointed by the 
1. Jer. 4:3,4; 6:20; 7:21; 7:11. 
• 
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results, withdrew from it quietly. Neither of the ar-
guments usually given for this viewpoint is, however, 
conclusive. (1) Friendship with Shaphan 1 s family 
need not necessarily point in that direction. The 
friendship may r~ve had other grounds, and at any 
rate in Chapter 36:12 Shaphan was no longer Scribe. 
The fact that the book bears traces of a Deuteronomic 
redaction is no certain proof, either, for even though 
the editors were seemingly conscious of no open anta-
gonism, it does not mean that there was none. It is 
true, however, that Jeremiah as a friend of the house 
of Shaphan (II Kings 23:3; II Chron. 24:15; Jer. 26:10; 
26:24; 39:14; 36:16) would scarcely have spoken of the 
book as a work wrought falsely1 by the pen of the lying 
scribes, and that no breath of tradition very evidently 
has been whispered through the ages of any open anta-
gonism between Jeremiah and Deuteronomy • 
.Among those who are sure that there was a. definite 
hostility between Jeremiah and Deuteronomy are Butten-
wieser2 and Duhm, who feel that between Jeremiah and 
Deuteronomy is fixed "a.n unbridgeable gulf". 3 Of those 
who reject the view, the following may be cited as 
typical: 
1. cf. Jer. 8:8. 
2. Prophets of Israel, pp. 23, 29f. 
3. cf. Micklem, Prophecy and Eschatology, p. 200. 
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Peake1 thinks that the practical side of the prophet 
demanded that he support Deuteronomy which, though he 
recognized it as second best, was the most feasible 
program for righteousness at the moment. 
Davidson2 thinks that Jeremiah, while not a formal 
champion of Deuteronomy, strove to impress its princi-
plea upon the people. 
Skinner3 thinks that there is essential discord 
between the spirit of law and the spirit of prophecy 
as manifest respectively by the two books. and 
that Jeremiah, taught by his experience, came to view 
Deuteronomy as not what he in the freshness of his 
youthful enthusiasm had thought it. 
Westphal4 thinks that Jeremiah knew, initiated, and 
contributed to the triumph of reformation under 
Deuteronomy (Jer. 11:1). The only reason that he did 
not lead in the reformation as did Huldah was that 
he was too young. 
!!:l2.15 and Gunkel 6 think that, though Jeremiah welcomed 
Deuteronomy in the beginning, in the end he changed 
his mind because he saw how superficial the reforma-
tion had been. 
1. Century Bible, p. 13. 
2. H.B.D., vol. Jr. p.570. 
3 .o p. cit. , p. 105. 
4. · Jehovah, p. 313. 
5. Jeremiah, p. 139. 
6. Propheten, p. 88. 
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Micklem1 thinks there was not any fundamental antagon-
ism between Deuteronomy and Jeremiah. 
But even though we may have found the root of 
the solution of the problem, we have, nevertheless, 
the Chapters 8:8 and 11:1-4 still to consider. 
Chapter 11:1-4 is taken by many to mean that Jeremiah 
engaged in a preaching tour through the villages in 
support of the reform, and possibly so incurred the 
displeasure of his priestly kinsfolk by so doing that 
he felt it best to leave Anathoth. "The passage is 
very difficult •••• (and) is ~ery much in the style 
of Deuteronomy, and it is easy to say that the whole 
incident has been invented by the Deuteronomic editor 
who thought J eremiah must have taken sOme such line. 
At the same time the inventi on of an incident like 
this is not in the manner of the editor, and it is 
reasonable to think that we have reference here to 
some real incident in Jeremiah's ministry." 2 Skinner3 
thinks, however, that there is no certain proof 
that the reference here is to Deuteronomy: "What4 
Jeremiah means by covenant is just the fundamental 
principle of Old Testament religion 11 , i.e., the 
covenant between i77 i7.., and Israel which binds Israel 
1. op. cit., p. 203. 
2. Micklem, p. 198. 
3. op. cit., p. 973. 
4. p. 100. 
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to him if they obey his will. K8nig1 agrees with him 
and pushes the statement even further, finding in 
11:1-14 not a proof of Jeremiah's support of but op-
position to the Law Book. referring here to the Sinai 
Code which he gave a prophetic content. Erbt _on the 
other hand thinks that the passage records a momentary 
experience of the prophet, when at the ratification 
of the National Covenant (II Kings 23f) he stood in 
sympathy with the purpose of Deuteronomy to such an 
extent that it seemed to him the will of God. 
Erbt thinks that the verses ~~;6-8 (cf. LXX omission 
of -verses 7 and 8 to "and they did not") are 
Deuteronomic, a viewpoint.in which Skinner concurs 
to the extent that he feels that unless we take some 
such solution as Erbt's we cannot find any reason 
for assigning the passage to Jeremiah rather than to 
the Deuteronomist. Dr. Davidson 2 thinks that the idea 
that Jeremiah could have undertaken such a mission in 
behalf of the law, as many think this passage suggests, 
is an impossibility. But unless we deny the authenti-
city of the passage, it does seem to point in that 
direction if the code referred to is Deuteronomy. By 
far the most natural solution of the passage is to 
1. op. cit., p. 376; cf, Skinner, p. 100. 
2 • H • B • D • I I I ' 5? Ob • 
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refer it to a trustworthy tradition, which said that 
Jeremiah was at the beginning strongly in favor 
of Deuteronomy and lent his support in various ways 
to the reformation it engendered. That the passage has 
been worked over by later hands would seem to be shown 
in verses 4 and 5; the prophet may have been made to 
show greater approval of the Law than he actually did. 
Chapter 8:8f. is regarded as an indication 
of hostility on the part of Jeremiah to the code by 
those who follow Marti. In Jeremiah's1 day it seems 
certain that 17l1S} meant written law which could have 
been only Deuteronomy; further, the claim to w:sdom 
on the part of its possessor (Jer. 8:?) finds an echo 
in Deuteronomy 4:6. That the last half of the verse 
does not necessarily mean, however, that Jeremiah is 
saying that Deuteronomy is false, but rather its 
interpretation "through the lying pen of the scribe", 
is a logical deduction; it was the result rather than 
the law itself which he opposed. As K8nig 2 says, "Gewi ss 
1£szt sich nicht behaupten, dass Jeremi~in einem von 
" dieses drei Ausfuhrungen direckt gegen das Deuteronomium 
von 621 sich gewend.et babe. Aber aus dem Frll.chten, die 
eine For.mlierung der Bundesforderung •••. gezeitig t 
hatte, musste er erkennen, dass die prophetiche Religion 
in der Formulierung ihres Bundesbedingungen noch ein 
II II Schritt weiter zuruch gehen musse." We may conclude 
1. cf. Skinner, op.cit.p.lOOff. 2. p.378. 
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then that Jeremiah gave here a · later opinion", which 
was hostile not to the Code but to its fruits which 
overlaid ethics and religion with rites and ceremonies. 
How far and in what way then may we say that 
Jeremiah and Deuteronomy were related? Jeremiah is 
full of Deuteronomic1 phrases, which i .ndicates that 
either he knew Deuteronomy or else that a Deuteronomic 
editor had edited his volume. In flact Cheyne goes 
so far as to· say that taking Zun!J 's list into 
consideration2 "there are only seven chapters or sec-
tions (1, 4, 10:17-25, 18, 31, 45, 47) which do not 
represent phraseological points of contact with our 
book of Deuteronomy." Cheyne cautions us to remember 
however that Jeremiah is imitative, that many of the 
similarities may be due to a later hand in each or both, 
that the influence of Deuteronomy is found in many 
places in the Old Testament, and that there are great 
differences: in mood,-- Jeremiah alternates betwe en 
despondency and indignation, Deuteronomy is majesti-
ca11y calm and trustful; in words and language,-
1. cJ. Jer. 32:11; 14:10,23 with Deut. 4:25; 6:17-20. 
Jar. 3:1,8 with Deut. 24:1. 
Jer. 34:8~ with Deut. 15:12. 
Jer. 28:9 with Deut. 18:21. 
Jer. 7:23; 38:20 with Deut. ~: ~0 
Jer. 40:9; 42:6 with Deut. 12:12. 
Jer. 7:33 with Deut. 28:26. 
Jer. 5:14-17 with Deut. 28:49-53. 
2. op. cit., p. 81, 
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Deuteronomy's "to love God", a "consuming fire", a 
11 j ealo u.s, merciful, faithful, terrible God 11 , a 
"special petiple", a "holy people" are wanting in Jere-
miah, while ·:_.hie description of God 'a attributes, 
e.g. 16:19; 9:2~; 10~?,10; 11:20 'are likewise not 
found in Deuteronomy; in language,-- Aramaiams are 
common in Jeremiah but scarcely to be traced in Deut-
eronomy; Deuteronomy's interest in the cult and priest-
hood ia lacking in Jeremiah, who is even opposed to 
both (?:22; 1:18; 28:26; 4:9; 5:31; 8:1; 13:13; 32:32). 
Indeed, it ia this fundamental antagonism between the 
inner and outer in religion which has led to so much 
reluctance on the part of scholars to recognize any 
approval on t he part of the prophet for the law. 
We may conclude then that while Jeremiah at 
first welcomed the book as the program of a reform, 
he was forced to part company with it as he saw t~e 
defects in its faith. "We need not suppose that 
Jeremiah any more than J·esus and Paul repudiated the 
Law ••• a.s of no authority; nor that he necessarily broke 
openly with its leaders. Rather, he withdrew into him-
self and isolated thus fe1~back upon God who wrote a 
1 
covenant upon the heart." 
1. Sldnner, p. 10?. 
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\~en we turn to consider the relation of Hosea 
to Deuteronomy, we find ourselves on different ground. 
Deuteronomy, it must be remembered, was no mere at-
tempt at theorizing on ab stract material, no bolt out 
of the blue of ethics and religion, but the natural 
consequence of the teaching of the eighth century 
prophets1 whose moral viewpoint it endeavored to 
incorporate into laws. "In a special degree," says 
Driver, "the author of Deuteronomy i a the apiri tual 
heir of Hosea. Not only does he join with him in 
the emphatic repudiation of nature-worship and inac-
knowledging 11\TI, as the true giver of nature's bounty 
(Hosea 2:l0f; 13:4-6; Deut. 8:?f; 11:13f; 26:10); 
he agrees with hi~ also in the prominence which he 
assigns to the emotional side of religion." 2 
Elements taken over from Hosea With that between 
Deuteronomy and 
Hosea. are indeed prominent t~oughout the 
book. The nat~re of D7~ 1 as love, 
his compassion for erring peo ple3 , his will as the 
mai n spring4 of the life of the people from the 
wilderness period on, are all hoseanic conceptions 
taken over by the Deuteronomist. Indeed, it may be 
1. cf'. Driver, p. xxvii. 
2. idem., p. xxviii. 
3. Deut. 11:1-9; 6:5. 
4. Deut. 8 :1-5. 
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said that of all the eighth century prophets whose 
conception of religion and of ill ir was the power 
behind the Deuteronomic throne, the influence of Hosea 
was the strongest factor, the prime minister, . as it 
were. The essence of religion as love is the great 
motivating power behind the injunctions to worshipl, 
the commandments representing Israel as merciful 
to her brethren 2 • The conception of God as love is 
the stock from which great branches of ideas such as 
are manifest in Deuteronomy and Jeremiah grew. The 
whole attitude of both books is that in forsaking the 
worship of il1il', the nation is forsaking one who 
loves her. 
And the conclusion Now many scholars, as we 
that the similarity 
and the difference have said, have striven to 
between Jeremiah and 
Deuteronomy ae due to discover just what the relation-
their respective de-
pendence upon and in- ship between Deuteronomy and 
terpretation of 
Hosea. Jeremiah really is. Some 3 , it 
will be remembered, have even 
endeavored to show that Jeremiah was the author of 
Deuteronomy, though most critics of today believe this 
idea rests upon a superficial comparison which may be 
1. Deut 6;4-5; 12;4-7. 
2. Deut. 23:16-17; 23:20-21; 24:7;17-18. 
3. cf. Driver, "Deuteronomy•• (r.c.c.), p. xeiv. 
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regarded as a testimony only to the influence of Deut-
eronomy and to the similarity of background which the 
period furnished. Characteristic ter.ms1 in Deuteronomy 
occur seldom if ever in Jeremiah, while most of 
Jeremiah's favorite phrases do not appear in Deuteronomy. 
The fundamental similarity of tone and of spirit may 
be traced to the dependence of both books upon Hosea.2 
The fundamental difference between Deuteronomy and 
Jeremiah~ is due to their respective interpretations of 
Hosea's thought. "The true successors of Hosea's 
thought were not the Deuteronomists. They were •• ,. 
strongly influenced by the prophet; but their fail ure 
to break with the remnants of heathen thought was due 
to their failure to grasp all that was implie4 in 
his convictiona. 3 Jeremiah, with his hope of a new 
covenant in which service to God was baaed on love, 
is far more truly a follower of the earlier prophet. 
Deuteronomy went back to a faith founded implicitly 
upon the nation, as privileged because of its peculiar 
relation to D7o,; Hosea and Jeremiah saw that 
privilege as one involving res ponsibility, as based 
on moral grounds, as meaning not all Israel, but only 
that portion which worshipped in sincerity and truth. 
1. For details, see Driver, op. cit., Q · xciv. 
2. cf. Cornill, Das Buch Jeremia, s. 13. 
3. A.C.Welch, Religion of Israel under the Kingdoro,p.l35. 
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Hence, while we may say th~ Deuteronomy and Jeremiah 
are similar, more potently they are different, and 
their similarity may be traced in large measure to 
their fundamental dependence upon Hosea, whose message 
they interpret so differently. 
Similarity of Not only are Jeremiah and Hosea 
temperament 
of Hosea and similar in at least a part of their 
Jeremiah. a..s w• (I 
o..s c.o.,..c~.<.msfo..nce::.. • t' 1 t h' h 
...c,n de-y ~h·~h rh ~._nsp~ra ~ona eac ~ng as we ave seen 
--p..-eo..c.hed . c:~ 
by eomparing their relationship to Deuteronomy. 
They were men of similar tempera~ent and hence viewed 
life from adjacent mountain peaks. Both were tender-
hearted. Indeed, in some cases at least warmth of emotion 
so pervades th~ir respective speeches as to reduce the 
clear-cut logic of the intellect to an almost 
negligible place. Hosea's unfortunate marital experience1 
seared a heart that was at once loving and forgiving, 
so tender that from its own throbs of pain it could 
imagine at least in part the suffering of God, the 
husband and father. Jeremiah's shrin]:{ing spirit2 , 
his reluctance to speak for lllTP and his sympathy 
and burning emotion,-- all these betray a nature emo-
tional and keyed to the keenest note of sympathy 
1 • cf. Ho s. 1-3. 
2. cf. Jer. 1:6. 
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with the people. The strain of sadness which runs 
through their respective writings, a note of yearning 
tenderness, of bitter regret, comes from the same 
source,-- sorrow at the infidelity of the peo ple of 
~1D 1 in the face of his beneficent care and love. 
Says von Orellii1 : "Hosea has the same mournful mission 
as J eremiah had afterwards in the southern kingdom: 
to pronounce sentence of death on his nation and to sing 
its elegy. He shows the same gentleness and sensitive, 
affectionate heart as that prophet. 11 Nowack 2 also 
comments on the similarity of temperament of the 
two men: "Hosea ist zugleich der Mann des tiefsten 
Ge&utes wie ausser Jeremia kein anderer unten den 
Pro pheten." 
The circumstances under which they preached 
were also si~ilar, one being the prophet of' the decline 
of the Northern Kingdom, the other that of the decline 
and fall of the Southern. Both saw dark clouds of dis-
aster in the nation's sky, though the people to whom 
they preached went light-heartedly and loose-morally 
upon their way. Impending doom is heavy upon their 
hearts, but heavier upon their lips. Amid enmity3 
ridicule, danger to their lives, they fulfill~heir 
1. Orelli, Minor Prophets, pp. ?f. 
2. Kleine Propheten, s. 9. 
3. cf. Jer. 15:9; 20:14; Has. 6:1. 
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mission, men of sorrow and acquainted with grief. The 
end of each is veiled in obscurity, but it seems pos-
sible.--perhaps probable--that each gave the last full 
measure of his devotion to the cause to which he had 
so nobly consecrated his life. Hoseats "grave, still 
regarded as a sanctuary," says Cornill1 , nis shown 
in Eastern Jordan •••• We know not if Hosea survived 
the overthrow of Israel." And of Jeremiah he ci tea 
the old Jewish traditiop of his being stoned to death 
by the peo ple who co n science he attempted to be, and 
of his burial in the sands of Egypt. 
Possible similarity It is possible that the descent 
of descent and fam-
ily background. and family association of the two 
prophets were also similar. It is 
probable that both were of north Israelitish descent, 
the position of Anathoth and its heritage as a part of 
the tribe of Benjamin making its sympathies no~thern. 
I do not feel that we have any thoroughly convincing 
proof of the priesthood of Hoeea2 , though Jeremiah 
was without doubt of priestly family. Both prophets 
do seem to have in common the sphere of the "bauer-
lichen Landleben". H8lacher3 thinks that: "Es i st das 
1. Prophets, ,. 54. 
2. cf. Stade, Geschichte, s. 577. 
3. H8lscher, Die Propheten, s. 207. 
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gleiche Milieu das die Worte Jeremias aus Anatot 
vora~ssetzen wie denn Hosea und Jeremia auch sonst 
eigentftn1liche Verwandtschaft zeigen, die durch ihre 
gemeinsame Heimat in ein neues Licht gerB.ckt ist." 
(cf. Hosea 4:19; 12:2; 13:15; 13:7,8; 2:14; 5:4; 5:1; 
9~, :10; etc.) It would therefor,e seem t hat the back-
ground of life is similar in the two prophets. Now 
physiologists and psychologists differ as to the de-
gree of importance to which they assign environment 
in the life of a child.Dr. Kirkpatrick of Fitchburg 
1 Nonnal School in his "Fundamentals of Child Study" 
emphasizes two factors most needed in racial advancement: 
capacity for education, and favorable environment ••• 
"which may be appropriated by new generations without 
the toilsome digging required by their predecessors ••• 
~lhether a man inherits the minute structural changes 
produced in his parents' bodies by what they did be-
fore his conception, is a matter of little moment 
compared with his inheritance of capacity and oppor-
tunity for using all the accumulated results of the 
experience of the ages. It is this2 inherited 
environment in which he is to grow and upon which he 
is to feed, ~ chiefly determines the amount and 
direction of his development •••• The social heritage 
1. :pp. 27 f. 
2 •. The italics are mine. 
• 
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of an individual consists of all the knowledge, 
beliefs, customs, laws, and language of the nation, 
community and family into which he is born." If this 
statement be true, we have a very interesting back-
ground lor the similarities i n the two prophets, 
a mosaic of history, traditiap , custom, class interests 
and regul•tions (des "bauerliche Landlebens 11 ) and 
even language, common to the north with which Benja-
min's affiliations were strong. It seems probable, 
therefore, that the parallels in the prophets which 
presuppose a common background can be accounted :for 
on this community of social heritage theory. One is 
again tempted to play with the idea that Hosea 
was of priestly descent as Jeremiah doubtless was, 
and thus give one more color to the mosaic against 
which their figures stand out in startling black and 
1 
white. But I think that there is no proof for Hosea's 
connection with the priests, as I have said, Duhm to 
the contrary. 
Similarity of their It is natural in view of the 
respective attitudes 
toward Israel's his- common heritage of the two men 
tory. 
that t heir respective attitudes 
toward Israel's history are similar. Both show knowl-
edge of a -~:stock of tradition peculiar to the northern 
l.In fact Hosea seems to have been against the priests. 
cf.e.g.Hos.6:9 and Stade,G.V.I.s.577. Harper thinks 
however we have as much evidence for hls priestly 
descent as against it. cf. r.c.c.p. cxlii. 
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kingdom. Their common attitude toward the "early dew 
of morning" in Israel's history reminds one of the 
claim of some of our present day brethren for the "good 
old days". They surely idealize Israel's former days 
with a passion which is compelling. The appeal to 
national history is always a good one, for it estab-
lishes a point of contact from which the prophet may 
discuss anything from personal chastity to pacifism. 
Hence both prophets show their skill at pricking the 
national pride in an attempt to awaken the national 
(and in Jeremiah's case, at least, the individual) 
sens e of shame. The emphasis in both Hosea and Jere-
miah is, however, on the peculiar relationship of 
i7l]" and Israel, established through the grace of. 
the former in those early days, and the consequent 
responsibility on the part of Israel which she has 
forgotten-in her prosperity. Neither prophet1 mentions 
the Golden calf episode, a fact which may be caused 
in Hosea's case by the fact that the narrative was 
not in written form but was an inchoate mass of tra-
dition. In the case of Jeremiah, the omission is more 
~heir relationship 
to the E narrative. 
difficult to -explain, as it. a.+ f~"3f gfa..nce., 
seems probable that the documents 
were written and were in circulation which contain 
1. Sellin, Das Zwdlf Propheten Buch, s. 19. 
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the story. Sellin thinks that both used the E. narra-
tive sources as theirs. George Foote Moore1 tells 
us that apparently E. was revised during the seventh 
century by "an author strongly imbued with prophetic 
influence, especially that of Hosea", and that at that 
time the story of the Golden Calf may have been 
added, as was probably the story of Abraham's willing-
ness to sacrifice Isaac~ In that case, probably Jere-
miah either did not know the story found in the 
newer edition of the narrative, or else he arbitrarily 
followed the older, the traditional, represented by 
Hosea' a attitude. "The simple set solution, 11 Dr. Skinner3 
tells us, "will be that Jeremiah accepts and amplifies 
Hosea's view of the religious development, and is at 
this early period of his life either ignorant of or 
indifferent to the literary activity which was 
consolidating the history of the Mosaic age. In any 
case it is an important fact that Jeremiah (cf. also 4 
Hosea) •••• looks back to the past as the ideal from 
which the people had fallen away. tt By far the best 
explanation lies, to my mind, however, in Otto 
I< r-Pronsch1s0 theory that not only do we find E2 as well 
" 
1. Literature of the Old Testament, p. 51. 
2. Gen. 22. 
3. op. cit., p. 65. 
4. cf. J er. 2: 2b f. ; Ho s. 9:10; 11:1. 
5. Elohimquelle, s. 233n. 
• 
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as E1 in the Ephraimitic document. but that: "Noch 
jlli1ger ala E2 ist de'r Erzihlung von goldenen Kalbe ••• 
Die junger Erzl!hlung vom goldenen Kalbe," he adds, 
11 nihrt si ch der Deuteronomi ache Schule stark an." He 
also shows no t only Hosea's dependence but also Jere-
miah's upon the E so'urce; ·.~·tVhich of course accounts for 
their similarity of historical viewpoint: "Wenn aber 
Ephraim Gottes Lieblingsohn heisst (Jer. 31:19), 
darum haben wir dasselbe selterne Bild von Israel auf 
Ephraim ubertragen, dass ausserdem in der vor-exilischen 
~eit nur die Elohi~uelle (Ex. 4:22f) und Hosea (11:1) 
. 
gebrauchen und wie z~schen Jeremia und Hosea so mag 
. darin auch die Abh~nigkeit zu Jeremia und E liegen. 111 
Similarity of 
their conception 
of 
One of the_most significant of 
the similarities, however, in the 
conceptions given us by the two 
prophets. is the idea of TTIT/ ... 
. 
(1) He is portrayed as the one who brought Israel out 
of Egypt. The Egyptian exodus and the wilderness 
wanderings play a real and important role in the eyes 
of each of these prophets (cf. Hosea 11:1; 13:4.5; 
Jer. 2:6; 31:32). It stands as evidence of a peculiar 
relationship between ~1~ 1 and Israel, a relationship 
1. idem., s. 262~ 
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Vfuo brought Israel established by jl J il' in the days 
from Egypt. 
of the fresh, youthful vigor of 
the natio~hen the bloom had not been brushed off the 
adolescent cheeks of Israel. Ezekiel is the first 
prophet to recognize that even in these early days 
the nation was rebellious against '417 1r•, but the re-
daction of the historical narrative mentioned above 
doubtless influenced his view. At any rate, Hosea and 
Jeremiah both paint the picture of a Golden Age, both 
recognizing the hand of God in history and emphasizing 
the corresponding ethical duty on the part of Israel. 
(2) Both emphasize the relationship of Israel to il1il, 
and was a 
husband 
under the figure of .: ·the marriage relation. 
"Since Jeremiah and Hosea were men of 
similar temperament," ·says H. P. Smith, 1 
it was natural that the latter preacher should adopt 
the figure of the adulterous wife used by the earlier 
(Hosea 1-3; 6:10; 2:18; Jer. 3:14; 31:32). Some 
scholars2 are inclined to believe that it was Hosea's 
marriage with its unfortunate outcome which made 
Jeremiah deliberately deny himself the joys of home 
life that he might more effectively declare his message. 
1. Religion of Israel, p. 70. 
2. J.M.P.Smith, The Pro ohets and Their Problems, 
pp. 1 09 -136. 
• 
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The indissolubility of the relationship of tlln.., to 
Israei could not be better expressed than by t h is figure, 
for while the love of God did not necessarily cause 
the love of Israel to go out to him any more than Ho-
sea's wife was drawn to him because of his love for 
her, nevertheless, just as Hosea's love forbade his 
making his marriage null and void, eo did the greater 
love of ill iJl cause him to make the covenant between 
him and Israel which made it still possible for him 
to call Israel "My People", though they were not 
worthy to call themselves his nation. 
(3) Both stress God's yearning love for Israel which 
and father 
to her, 
yearning 
over her. 
urges her to repentance. 1 The hope of Israel 
is that she shall once more become the people 
0 f j).., n l in very truth and that ;-n ,, shall 
become her God. God's yearning tenderness is expressed 
in the conception of jlli"P as father or husband. ( cf. 
Hos. 11:8,9; Jer. 3:19). That the characteristic note 
of Israel's God is, How can I give thee up? is true 
of both Jeremiah's and Hosea's teaching may easily be 
seen. There are those who tell us that Hosea 2 has no 
message of hope. I cannot see how any one can read the 
1 • c f • Ho s • 11 : 8 ; 14 : 1·; J e r. 3 : 12 ; 4 : 1 • 
2. cf. Marti, E.B.,2125f. cf. also supra Sec.I.l. 
• 
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first few chaptersl, whether or not he believes in 
the authenticity of the fourteenth chapter, and so 
conclude. To be sure, the hope is conditioned2 by 
Israel's repentance, as in other prophets. Jeremiah 
likewise did not simply "pluck up and break down"-
he also blililt and 3 planted; his was not merely a mea-
sage of doom, but also of hope,- a hope 4 conditioned 
by the moral attitude of the people. It is the ldve 
of lll'i1 1 which makes possible such a hope, and which 
holds it out as a conditi on of Israel's repentance. 
The worship 
of other 
gods is there-
fore adul-
tery. 
Conditioned by the love of 
which made possible the picture of 
the relationship between him and 
Israel as a marriage covenant, is 
the conception of the worship of other gods by Israel 
as adultery, whoredom, a shameful thing (Has. 6:10; 
Jer. 18:13; 3:2lf; Hoe. 9:10). Similarly relationship 
with other nations is so regarded (Ho s. 8:9,10), 
for it involved a lack of trust in i/1 77, comparable to 
the shattering of that costly vase which holds the 
precious ointment of mutual respect and confidence 
1. 1-3' 6' 11:1-9. 
2. Has. 6:1-8; 11:8,9f; Jer. 31:20; 18:8. 
3. cf. Jer. 6:lf; 1:10. 
4. c f. J e r. 31 : 31 • 
• 
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which is the essence of married life • 
Similarity of 
their polemic 
on idolatry. 
It has been the fashion of late 
to protest against the idea that Ho-
sea was the first prophet,-- or, with 
Amos, one of the first two prophets,-- to wage war 
openly on idolatry. This idea has been the conception 
of many Old Testament critics, and is still prominent 
1 today. Dr. Knudson would go back of Hosea to Moses, 
regarding Hosea as the one bringing to definite self-
consciousness and giYing the sharp cutting edge to 
the antipathy to images; most of the other scholars 
who are against Hosea as the prime mover in the atti-
tude, places its genesis in a later pro phecy such as 
Jeremiah , Ezekiel, or Deuteronomy. Hosea, however, 
seems, as we read his book, to have traced all the moral 
and material deterioration of Israel back to the fact 
that Israel had forsaken ~ITI, and had turned to idols, 
warning Israel of the dangers of submitting to the de-
votion to idolatry which is sweeping over the land. 
The description of idols as "no gods", made by men 
themselves, is found here, and in Jeremiah also. 
( c f. 8:4-6 and Jer. 16 :20). The rebuke conveyed by 
1. Religious Teachings of the Old Testament, pp. 109f. 
• 
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Hosea1 is reiterated by Jeremiah with telling force, 
Israel's sins being the cause of her misfortune • 
Seeking to show us the error of our ways, one 
for whose scholarship l have genuine a dmiration and 
respect, Dr. Pfeiffer2 , regards the whole "polemic 
against idolatry (aa) ••• injected later into the 
writing of these prophets (Amos and Hosea). The fol-
lowing verses," he tells ua,"muat be regarded as 
spuri ous: Amos 2:4; 5:5; 5:26; Hoe. 2:10c; 3:4f; 4:1?; 
8:4b; 9:10b; 10:5f , 8; 11:2; 13:1,2; 14:4,9." "True 
to the the prophetic tradition," he adda3, "Jeremiah 
had little to say about idolatry." ••• "The following 
verses frankly censuring image worship are spurious: 
Jer. 1:16; 2:5-11(?);2:28c; 3:24; 4:1; 5:?(?); 
8:19b; 10:1-16; 11:13,1?; 14:22; 16:18,19-20; 1?:2; 
18 :15; 25:6,?; 32:30b,34; (50:2,38; 5l:l?f.; 
51:4?,52)~ •••• The real polemic against idolatry 
begins with Ezekiel and the Deuteronomic redactors •••• 115 
On the whole however, in view of the fact that the 
worship of the land was one of the chief concerns, 
at least of Hosea, as a danger to the religion of 
f\ l i1 1 , I am still unconvinced that Hosea and his 
1. cf. Has. 4:13; Jer. 4:4,8. 
2 . Polemic against Idolatry (Journal of Biblical 
Literature,xliii,parga iii and iv,l924) p.232,n.l9. 
3. idem., p. 234. 
4. ide~.~ p. 234, n.52. 
5. idem., p. 234. 
• 
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successor, Jeremiah, had absolutely no propaganda 
against the type of idolatry which worship of other 
gods than 11111,, at least, demanded. That they may 
not have demanded a n imageless worship of 
is true, but that they frankly censured the type of 
worship rendered to foreign gods seems to me clear. 
I think that there is grave danger that we fall into 
the fallacy bemoaned by Driver1 of denying arbitrarily 
the ideas to the prophets which show great advancement 
and thereby cutting out of their message much that is 
original and forceful. 
And their attitude 
toward the popular 
religion. 
This whole polemic against 
idolatry is wrapped up with the 
teaching of both Hosea and 
Jeremiah against the popular religion which was so im-
moral that they shuddered as they thought of it. To 
understand fully the conditions under which either 
prophet worked, we must remember that when the Hebrews 
entered Canaan they found a Baal-worship, the nature 
worship of the land whose life and customs were to be 
theirs. Now the nomadic religion of the wanderings 
was inadequate for the settled life which the agricul-
1. cf. supra p. At. 
• 
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turally bound existence of Canaan forced upon Israel; 
hence a syncretism of Baalism and Yahwism took place • 
At first DlN,was doubtless kept separate as a national 
deity whose worship was to be kept for patriotic moments 
ablaze with the fervor of "My country!" The local 
Haals were regarded as the givers of corn, wine, oil, 
etc., which were the products of the land. Then, since 
it was impossible for the two to be kept separate, it 
was natural that a syncretism developed, identifying 
the national god with the Baals of various localities 
as the giver of such bounties as we have described. 
In a certain sense the religion of 01TI~ gained there-
by, for the Hebrew religion developed a connection 
between ethics and religion, the presence of the deity 
in the realm of everyday life, to which the Christian 
faith is greatly indebted. Nevertheless, while in the 
ideal the syncretism might be productive of goo d not 
evil, and the result not deleterious to the religion 
of ill n '' the popular mind thinks in terms 0 f ob-
jective rather than subjective reality. And what had 
actually happened was the degradation of 11111 1 rather 
than the elevation of the Baals, and the sanction by 
the name and sign of lnn,-o.f much that was immoral. and 
sensuous in the worship of . the nature deities. To Hosea 
and Jeremiah, the difference between the ethical religion 
• 
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of prophecy and the popular religion of Baal-Yahwe 
was very great. In contrast with Amos and Isa i ah who 
see the wors~l.ip's evils, Hosea and Jeremiah criticize 
the po pular assertion that it is worship of ;ll i7"' 
at all . showing that the worship is really spiritual 
adultery (cf. Hosea 2~~-18; ner. 2:20b). Both 
prophets (Hosea 9:10; 11:1; Jer. 2:2c f.) regard the 
.early days of Israel's religion in the desert as 
ideal, uncontaminated by the coarseness of the 
Canaanite worship. While it is true that the religion was 
contaminated, we can scarcely say that Israel's desert 
faith showed no traces of rebellion against o1o, or of a 
purity which was unconditional. We should note in connec-
tion with the criticism of Hosea and Jeremiah in regard to 
the Canaanite faith, that the use of the names "Baal" and 
11Baalim111 is infrequent in the pro phets outside of these 
two books which we are considering. "They occur about fif-
teentimes in the book of Jeremiah (though certainly not all 
the passages are genuine) and six times in Hosea; else-
where we have only the solitary mention of the "remnant 
of Baal" in Zephaniah 14. 112 Reasons for such a phe-
1. Stade, Biblische Theologie des A. T. Band I e. 52: 
"Der Gott Balol und ebener die G<Sttin Astarte ••• 
sind mythologische Abstraktion aus dem von Haus 
aus verschiedenen Baalen und Astarten der lokalen 
Kulte •••• Man lasse sich dunch den kollektiven 
Gebrauch von ~~.1. nicht tauschen." cf. H. P. 
Smith, Religion of Israel, p. 66. 
2. cf'. Skinner, o p. cit. • p. 261. 
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nomenon are not hard to find .• The chief cause is 
doubtless the dependence of the later prophet on the 
earlier. in view of other considerations which point 
to such a supposition. An ad.di tional cause, suggested 
by Professor Skinner, lies in the fact already mentioned 
that Anathoth, belonging to the tribe of Benjamin, 
would have close affinities with the kingdom of Samaria, 
where in the days of Hosea before its passing, the cult 
of Baal-Yahwism had flourished. more profusely than 
in the rock-ribbed land and sterner climate of the 
south. Such an hypothesis points to one of the state-
ments we have already made,-- that the similarity of 
the background of the two prophets, Hosea and Jeremiah, 
because of the influence of envrronment on the life 
of a man is one of the chief reasons for many of the 
seeming similarities in their respective books. 
Similarity of 
attitude toward 
their respective 
times. 
·out of such viewpoints as we have 
thus seen, grew the attitude of both 
Jeremiah and Hosea toward _ their res-
pective times. Hosea has been thought to be opposed. to 
the monarchy, but I think we can say no more than that 
he was opposed to the kings of his time. 1 It is inter-
1. cf. Hosea 8:4; Hos. 9:15. 
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eating to see that he was strongly opposed to the house 
of Jehu which had been sponsored by his predecessor 
Elisha, nor do we find him friendly to the "half-baked" 
foreign policy of his political contemporaries. Jeremiah 
has a goodly word for Josiah1 , but he feels, too, 
the iniquity of the leaders 2 , and the falsity of the 
foreign policy which engenders a false sense of security 
in the people. Both feeling that Israel is the erring 
wife of 17717', and that the false gods whether wor-
shipped as "iTlD"or as Baals are the paramours of the 
nation, see in their times the following sore spots: 
1. Degeneracy3 is shown in the departure from the pure 
and lofty desert religion to the state of low repute 
into which religion has fallen. Because -;11 i1 1 remembers 
the youth of the nation, the freshness of the glow of 
childhood, of the betrothal days (cf. Hosea 11; Jer. 
3:4); so he cannot but see a dark cloud against so 
fair a horizon, the degeneracy of his people. Nevert:r..e-
less he is slow to give Israel up because of his love 
for her (Hos. 11; Jer. 3:12c). Aa we have already 
suggeste . , the Golden Calf episode is not touched upon 
by ei the of our prophets, but is evidently nmt known 
1. cf. Jer. 22:15d,l6. 
2. cf. Jer. 22:13f,l7. 
3. cf. Hosea 9:10; 11:12; Jer. 2:25. 
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lor ignored) and hence their vi ewpo in t of the purity of 
the early religion from which Israel has fallen away 
if justifiable. Each gives a contrast between the 
real and the ideal condition (cf. Jer. 2:14-19; 
Hosea 11). These fearful conditions are the result of 
Israel's forsaking il•Tl~(Jer, 2:17; Hosea 13:5) 
because on their entrance to Canaan the people met 
the -Baalim and tothctm gave such worship that they vir-
tually exchanged hlTI, for the Baalim (Jer. 2:7,8; 
Hosea 9:10) in spite of the grace of illi1.,(cf. Jer. 
2:21; Hosea 9:10a,b). 
2. The description of Israel as a vine (Jer. 2:21; 
Hosea 10; 12) or as grapes (Hosea 10:10) leads us to 
see why both prophets found in the nation of their 
respective times a gross sensuality. The orgies which 
were attendant upon the religion of agriculture, the 
Baal-worship, make this comparison more apt. By means 
of deification of nature and of the processes of physi-
cal generation, it appealed strongly to the sex in-
stinct as the cause of fertility, fecundity, and 
hence of all those material blessings for which corn, 
oil, and wine stand. Now it is also true that such 
worship led to licentious rites (cf. Has. 4; 10:10~; 
Jer. 2:20) for the worshippers were taught that union 
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+h~ 
with~Baa~might be carried out by union with sacred 
prostitutes. That such a practice may have bean 
engaged in by very primitive peo ples without any moral 
result may be possible. Yet no civilized nation,--
t hat is, no group above the level of savages,--
can possibly do without undermining both the moral and 
spiritual life of the nation. Hosea (4:14) realized 
it s insidious influence as a betrayer of the family 
and hence of the nation, and felt it incongruous with 
the ethical worship which 11111., demands, a.nd which his 
~~ n presupposes. Likewise, Jeremiah is taking a posi-
tion which is warmly supported by modern sociologists 
when he emphasizes the falsity of such sensuality i n· 
the worship of an ethical God (cf. Jer. 2:20). 
3. Nor was this consciousness £!~wrong in ~ ~­
tification £! ill TP ~ the Baals wholly absent from 
the popular religion. It is plain that there was an 
uneasy conscience in many of the worshippers who said 
Tllll' with their lips and thought Baal in their hearts. 
In ordinary times such consciousness did not show. The 
sensuality and superstition of the peo ple went merrily 
forward along the lines of Baal-w~rship. Only whenl 
great disaster threatened did they seek i)li1' , and, if 
1. cf. Jer. 2:26; 2:2?; Hosea 5 :1; 12:lb. 
• 
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at that time the prophets admonished them for not 
seeking him more often in sincerity and truth, they 
claimed that they were always seeking him under the 
names of Baals (Jer. 2:23,35). 
4. Such Religi on both Hosea and Jeremiah show us is a 
religion which has a strikins guality ~unreality. 
The principle of assimilation of the worshipper by 
that which he worships, the thought that the worship 
can go no higher than the highest conception of which 
the worshipper is capable, is behind this charge of 
unreality. Lack of sincerity in the worshipper and 
the worship has begotten an unreal deity which is 
not Ill iP, for which t hey have forsaken the true 
fount of living water (Jer. 2:13) for the abomination 
which they, worshipping, have come to resemble. (Hosea 
9:10). They have exchanged "their glory for that whicb. 
does·not profit" (Jer. 2:11). 
Similarity in 
their attempts 
to put personal 
religion into 
terms of na-
tional. 
Throughout Jeremiah and Hosea there 
is an attempt somewhat differently 
expressed but none the less poignantly 
brought out to put personal religion 
into terms of national religion. The concepti<l1 of a 
nation personified as we find it in both Hosea and 
Jeremiah seems to us a very unnatural idea. We have 
swung back in these later days to the concepti on of 
• 
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the group as a unit, however, and there are certain 
of us who can thus understand the idea expressed in 
the prophets more fully than we otherwise could. 
Nevertheless, many of the true modern thinkers will 
tell you that the fallacy of the group mind has 
been shown and must be shaken o f'f; the individual i a 
the only nor.m. Certaonly in Hosea and to a certain 
extent in Jeremiah it would seem as if it were 
" precisely to a nation, and to individuals only as 
members of that nation that Jeremiah's (and Hosea's) 
remonstrance is addressed."1 This do es not mean that 
even in Hosea the personal, individual element was 
never thought of, for Hosea takes a personal and an 
individual case, his own, by which to make an analogy 
of God's relationship to Israel. A. c. Welch2 tells 
us that it is frequently asserted t hat Hosea discovered 
the individual. In Jeremiah the thought of the indi-
vidual is stro-ng. Personal and individual religion; 
the idea of the new covenant on the heart, the con-
fessional passages,both bear witness to his step for• 
ward beyond the other prophets of the period preceding 
him. It is perhaps, however, only in the later part 
of his ministry that he was so strongly convinced of 
1. cf. Skinner, op. cit., p. 72. 
2 • c f • 0 p • c i t • , p • 134 • 
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the necessity of an individual religion~ but of the 
relationship of IT11Tto the hearts of his worshippers 
in a very personal sense he was very early sure. "The 
unity of the national consciousness existed only in 
the poetic imagination of the prophet and the antique 
mind in gereral. The personification of the nation 
as an ideal personality involves an ambiguity ,.'Vhich 
was incidental to a transition stage of religious ex-
perience. It may be regarded as an attempt to express 
personal religion in terms of national religion. 
Jeremiah (like Hosea before him) virtually, though 
perhaps not consciously, transcends the common level 
of the Old Testament religion. It is his own personal 
knowledge of God which he reads into the relation be-
tween Israel and '"illi1 1 , and is the standard by which 
he judged the actual religion of hie people."1 Apart 
from such personal knowledge, ~he message of Hosea and 
Jeremiah would be worthless. They do not preach a 
religion of relentless logic, but a faith which springs 
from the heart of deep emotions. The love oi God shines 
like a star.in their teachings, larger and more radi-
ant in Jeremiah, illuminating more dark corners, but .. 
also beautiful and brilliant in Hosea. 
1. cf. Skinner, op. cit., p. 73. 
• 
Their respective 
emphases on I sra-
el's lack of faith 
in 
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One of the tragic emphases in 
both Hosea and Jeremiah is their 
conception of Israel's desola-
tion because of her lack of faith in T/7 Tr'. She 
has played the harlot in no uncertain fashion, and has 
cast loyalty aside. Inconstant and vascillating, 
she has put her trust in fornications, in cities, in 
sacrifices, and in burnt offerings (Hosea 8:14a; 
Jer. 5:17; Hosea 6:6; Jer. 7:22). The whole question 
of sacrifices in each of the prophets is an interesting 
one. Hosea evidently regards sacrifices on the high 
places as corrupt (5:6; 8:11; 10:1); he speaks scorn-
fully of attem "9ts to seek 7T7 IPthrough sacrifice ( 5:6; 
4:19)and as not a part of the early religion, empha-
sizing moral values above ceremonial. It seems scarce-
ly possible, however, that he can have conceived 
sacrifice as an end in itself any more than prayer. 
Undoubtedly he would regard both as usual accompani-
menta of worship, which he seems to think would be 
impossible in a foreign land. Jeremiah (6:20) seems 
to refer to sacrifice also. Built upon Hosea's idea 
of "I desire goodness and not sacrifice", his opposi-
tion strengthened by the ceremonialism and ritualism 
1 • Ho sea 6 : 6 • 
• 
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into which Deuteronomy fell, Jeremiah's teaching is 
fundamentally opposed to mere sacrifice without a moral 
background to it.~ We have suggested many times that 
Jeremiah and Hosea both regarded the wilderness period 
as ideal, and as not involving sacrificial worship. 
However Hosea thought of it, Jeremiah certainly goes 
farther and says (?:21) that ~1~' never instituted 
sacrifice at all. It seems plain that f the inference 
is that if ~1n~ could be served without sacrifice in 
the wilderness
1
he could also be served so at the moment 
of Jeremiah's speech; that sacrifice is by no means 
to be regarded as the essence of religion or as essen-
tial to it. The conviction of the non-essential charac-
ter is due to the connection with it of the character 
Q)f God which demanded not ceremony but morality ·. 
And her lack 
of knowledge 
Of .Jlli7 1 
Of the sins of Israel all may be traced 
back, according to Jeremiah and to Hosea, 
to Israel's lack~ the knowledge of nlTI~ 
The repeated pphrase in Jeremiah can have but one meaning 
(cf. Jer. 9:2,5; 22:16),- to know God is to be like 
. 
him. Hosea bitterly charges Israel with lack of knowl-
edge of God, and God is love. Hence knowledge of God 
1. cf. Jer, ?:21. 
• 
• 
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is knowl edge of his character, which is love. Go d 
has revealed himself graciously to his people. Th ey 
have only to look at their own history to see it; but 
Israel refuses to see t h e revelation' and h ence is 
l a cking in the knowledg e which is before her. Re~ 
fusing communion with him, she has sought other gods, 
which are i dols or no gods. She has followed a f ter 
many lovers, preferring to k n ow them rather than her 
own husband, 
Simila rity in We have still to consider one of 
t h e future hope 
doctrine of the the most interesting questions in the 
two prophets is 
shown · in: proph etic teachings,-- the future 
hope doctrine. We shall look first 
at the popular question of "the day". In Amos we have 
the current existing idea of "the day of n1n, " h eld 
the doctrine 
of the day of 
il11l, 
up to scorn and overthrown (cf. Amos 
5: 8ff). Looked u pon by the people as 
a time when by miracles and wonders, 
would overth row all Israel's enemies and make 
her supreme, it became in Amos' t h ought the day of ~IT!"~ 
which Israel wa~ringing upon herself by her sins. In 
Hosea and Jeremiah we find no trace of the technical 
phrase. But in Ho s ea there is a description of the day 
• 
• 
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of Jezreel when 01TI 1 will restore Israel, after he 
has chastized her (cf. Hosea 2:2), and of that day 
when Israel shall return to 'ill n, under a "new Cove-
nant 11 in which \llll.., shall say, "My peo ple" and Israel 
shall reply, "My God". (Hosea 2:25). Similarly in Jere-
miah we find a picture of the day which shall be a 
"time of distress for Jacob,- yet out of it shall he 
be saved. On that day, saith J'll~'2) ~l/}~, I will 
1 
break the yoke from off their necks". There is also 
to be found a 11 new covenant" between \lril 1 and Israel, 
in which written upon the hearts of Israel shall be 
the idea, "They shal~be my people" ~nd "I shall be 
') 
their God".~'-' Whether we can truthfully say that there 
is any idea of the swift, irrevocable oncoming of 11 the 
day of ~~~, 11 of Amos as such, scholars disagree. 
I think that there is none definitely expressed in 
either prophet, though I think both prophets i mp ly it 
in their descriptions given above e~en though it is 
technically not there. 
a.nd 
their res-
pective "es-
chatological" 
attitudes. 
The whole question of the ideas of 
the future found in Jeremiah and in Ho-
sea is an interesting one. It hinges 
on the authenticity of numerous passages in both. 
1. cf. J er. 30: 'a. 
2 • c f • J e r • m :: ~'3'1 ff • 
• 
• 
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Harper1 seems to think that although the passages re-
ferring to the future in Hosea are many of them very 
beautiful, nevertheless in the interest of logical 
criticism t hey must regretfully but firmly be consigned 
to the scrap-heap placarded "IMTERroLATIO NS". Chief of 
these is Hosea 14. Some scholars seem to think that 
if vre cut out the last chapter of Amos, we must 
necessarily remove the eschatological chapter of Hosea. 
But the two are not cases of the same type, for in 
Amos few are the passages if any in the remainder of 
the book whic h recognize any such possibility as is 
portrayed in th:e last words of the book. In Hosea the 
whole conception of the marriage: the continuing love 
which overcomes the sin of the wife when applied to 
Hosea's nation and to ~~h' results in a hope which 
the very character of the love of 01D, presupposes. 
The characteristic note of that love is "How can I 
give thee up?" The, picture of the renewed covenant, 
of the relationship which shall be symbolized by 
"My people" and "Thy God" is a sl.gn of that hope. 
Throughout the book, indeed, are scattered traces of 
the hope which scholars have endeav~red to deny to 
this prophet (of. Hosea 1:7; 2:1-3; 2!1.6,25; 3:1-5; 
1. of. r.c.c., p. cliii.~ cf. also our discussion 
#I. 1. supra)j also p. clix. 
• 
• 
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5:15; 6:3; 11:10,11). It is true that some of these 
passages may be additions, but there are some of them 
which are strongly Hoseanic and consequently cannot 
be waved aside with a casual hand.1 "It is," as 
•' G. B. Gray suggests, not safe to assume that Hosea 
cannot at anytime or to an;>' circle of his hearers 
have held out any such hopes and have given them a 
place in his book." Scholarship is by no means uni-
form in rej eating or in accepting the various pas sages. 
Sothat while it may be that Hosea is usually regarded 
as not the author of the hope passages many scholars, 
such as G. A. Smith, A. c. Welcht McFadyen, s. R. 
Driver, Sellin, and others do not think that such is 
the fact. A large amount of the criticism is based on 
the impossibility of having a message of doom and one 
2 
of hope from the same man , and in juxtaposition. 
Anyone even slightly versed in psychology will smile 
at such a childish conception of human nature. Life 
is itself made . up of contrasts o'f light and shade; 
the same ser.mon or speech is both rose and gray, 
while different sermons from the same lips reveal 
entirely opposite moods on the same subject, particu-
larly if that be the present generation! Furthermore, 
1. op. cit., p. 207. 
2. cf. Knudson, Beacon Lights of Prophecy. p. 122. 
• 
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~ven some of those scholars who deny the hope message 
to Hosea hedge a little. They cannot help seeing the 
i mplication of the character of God as painted by Ho-
1 •I 
sea , the God of love. Says Duhm : "Er beendet seinen 
Buch mit der Anerkudigung des G;ttlichen Gerich tss-
.., 
tUIYt1~ 3 , aber er sagt, auch inn, werde tphraim night 
verde'rben •••• Kann ein Mann der so von Gott redet, der 
Me.inung sein, sein Wal.t en mit Graue und Verderben 
enden? Also ist es wohr.n icht zu gewagt, anzunehmen, 
dass Hosea gleichsam, heimlisch als Mensch eine 
bess ere Zukunft erwartet hat, wenn er auch als Pr oph et 
sie nicht in Aussicht stellen, oder gar ausfllhlicher d a r-
stellen kann." Harper2 ; while he says, "Ho s ea has 
no bright message, for 14:1-4 is surely late", adds 
a polog etically: "He contributed a concepti on of Ill il 1 
which made such a future not only possible but, in-
,, 
deed, probable. We may produce arg uments pro and con 
the authenticity of the various passages. We may declare 
that all the manifestati ons of hope for .the future 
are late additions, but we cannot get away f r om two 
things: (1) that a message of hope is not only possible 
but in accord with Hosea's conception of the love of 
God and of his character as husband and father: (2) that 
1. Die Proph eten, s. 138. 
2 • c f. I • C • C • , p • c li i i • 
• 
• 
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(i.J 
such message rather than being negated by the message 
1'\ 
of doom sets off the blackness of the future against 
which it shows in rich, war.m colore, a psychological 
phenomenon which is common to many departments of life. 
As far as a d escription of future hope is con-
cerned, we cannot say that HoBea gives such a picture 
unless we rely on the authenticity of some of the much 
debated passages quoted above. Personally, I cannot 
see why it is i mpossible to give the eighth century 
prophets any visions of a future Israel, purified, 
in a sense idealized. Furthermore I cannot see why 
Chapter 14, verses 2-8, is necessa rily unauthentic. 
The three fund&nental forms of sin against il1 ;p 
reliance on foreign help, sel~~confidence, and worship 
of other gods are to be given up. The expression 11 n ei-
ther will we say any more to the work of our hands 
ye are our gods 11 may refer eith er to foreign gods or 
to the worship of ~ITI, in the heathen way \~ich Hosea 
condemns. The position of the chapter, after the doom 
of 13, is not necessarily the original one.1 The argu-
ment that it is similar in tone to Jeremiah 31:10-20 
seems to me a striking one for our purpose, since it 
may be taken as proof of the influence of the earlier 
upon the later prophet. That verse 9 is a later addition2 
1. cf. G.A.Smith, p . 309~;...310/ 
2. cf. ibid., p. 317. 
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is, I think, :probable, though there are those whci 
think they have proved the genuineness of this verse 
1 
also.-
their respective 
attitudes toward 
the Messiah. 
The :position or character of' 
the Messiah is not found in the 
Hosean description of the future. 
If Hosea 3:5b "to David their king" be genuine it 
h\sto:...ea..l · 
can but refer to the~dynasty of David rather than to 
any Messianic hope. It seems to me a little strang e 
that those who would reject it see no possibility that 
the use~n Jeremiah 30:9 and Ezekiel 27:22-27; 34 ~22-25 
of the same idea (and in Jeremiah of the identical 
words) points to the genuineness of' the earlier pro-
phet. To be sure, the words in Jeremiah may be regarded 
2 as Messianic, though A.C.Welch thinks not, saying 
that Jerem .Lah has no more place for the Messiah than 
has Hosea. At any rate the same words may be inter-
preted one way in one generation, in another way in 
the next. "The big stick" had quite a literal meaning 
to a man of McKinley's administration; but ask one of 
Roosevelt's enthusiastic followers the meaning, and a 
far different definition will be forth-coming. If 
Jeremiah and Ezekiel regard David possibly as an indi-
1. Melville Scott, p. 99. 
2. cf. op. cit., p. 241. 
• 
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vidual, that fact would make it leas probable that 
the phrase was interpolated in Hosea; for if it were 
interpolated, a more definite and detailed doctrme 
of Messianic hope would then be injected. Dr. Scott 
tells us that to him the likeness between Jeremiah 
and Ezekiel would be unexplainable except as they are 
1 based on Hosea. At least it is easier to understand 
if they are. As far as Jeremiah is concerned we have 
already shown tra ces of Hoseania hope-ma terial i~is 
teaching. 2 3 A.C.Welch says that he has no reference to 
the Messianic king. It is true that he is like Hosea 
less eschatological than most of the other prophets. 
Skinner thinks that 4 Jeremiah's expectation was four-
fold: (1) emancipation of religion from national in-
stitutions of Israelp; (2) restoration of the Hebrew 
commonwealth on the soil of Palestine6 ; (3) negative 
attitude toward a personal Messiah; and (4) the forma-
tic n of a new covenant between TiliP and hi a people. 7 
Now Jeremiah is without doubt a prophet of doom; even 
a cursory reading of his prophecies will show that; 
1. cf. p. 98 • 
2. cf. supra. 
3. p. 241. 
4. cf, p. 281. 
5. Jeremiah 39:5-14. 
6. 31:2-6,15,16,18-20,21,22. 
7. 31:34. 
• 
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and yet quite evidently he is also a prophet af hope, 
even though it be of a very practical and individual-
istic rather than highly eschatological and national-
istic character like that depicted by some of his pre-
decessors. This admission is another link in the 
chain which makes Hosea and Jeremiah akin, if Hosea 
may be regarded as it seems probable, as a prophet 
of hope as well as of doom. As far as the actual con-
. 
tent of his hope-teaching is concerned, we may find 
therein a large amount of similarity to Ho'sea. (1) 
To be sure the conception of freedom of' religion from 
national institutians is far beyond Hosea's thought 
(Hosea 9:3-4) for he seems to regard it necessary to 
suspend the cult during the exile, a suspension which 
was made necessary by de pendence of religious obser-
vances upon the possession of the land o~ Israel. · It 
is one of Jeremiah's strong points of emphasis, this 
broadening of' religion beyond the bar of nationalism. 
( 2) As far as the restoration of the Hebrew common-
wealth on the soil of' Palestine is concerned (Jeremiah 
31:2-6,15,16,18-20,21-22) it · is strongly reminiscent 
of Hosea's pictures of restoration, when once again he . 
says, "Ye ,;Jhall be my people, and I will be your God "• 
(Hose a 2:1Q-25 ) . (3) ~he negative attitude toward a 
·"' 
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personal Messiah is very evident on the part of Hosea. 
There is no place for him. In Jeremiah there are only 
three passages which may possibly be regarded as pic-
tures of the Messianic king: 23:5f.; 30:9 and 33:14f. 
These passages have been greatly questioned. In t h e 
case of 33 :14f I think the lack of authenticity well 
subs t antiated by the absence of the verse in the 
LXX, coupled with ita close connection with leviti-
cal, ceremonial observances contrary to Jeremiah's 
genius and interest. \Vhether or not 30:9 be an addition 
as well as 23: 5f., it seems as if the teaching of both 
is that the Messiah is simply a just and pious ruler 
like David, who was the nation's hero, leader of the 
peaceful restored community, who maintains the 
righteousness and order of' 11111'. It does not seem 
probable that t h e idea was one prominent in the thought 
of the prophet since it is expressed, however, in 
only these two passages over which there is a large 
amount of scholastic controversy, and since it is not 
greatly emphasized even there. Much more akin to 
Hosea it is in this respect t han to Ezekiel or to 
Isaiah. (4) As far as- t h e New Covenant is concerned, 
although the emphasis in Jeremiah on the personal 
and individual character of religion is new and~s 
probably his chief contribution to the religion of 
• 
• 
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Israel, nevertheless the idea of a new covenant between 
n1 n1 and Israel is not a wholly new idea. The Deuter-
anomie Code and Hdsea both must have contributed to 
Jeremiah is conception, for the reformation of the seventh 
century instituted by the followers of the Deuteronomic 
Co de was a practical application of the old idea1 of the 
covenant and of the advantage to which it might be used, 
(> -31-
1. H.P.Smi th, Religion of the Old Testament, says 
This idea of alliance or covenant became fundamental 
in the religion of' Israel ••••• What now interests 
E!!. i!?_ ~ ll originated 1:12 thenomadTc stage, 
The relations of man and man are regulated by 
covenant •••• This covenant is made ·binding by making 
the local_ divinity a par.~y .. to it." 
ef. also T.~.Robinson,Religious Ideas£! the Q1£_ 
Testament, p. 189, whd thinks that although Jere-
miah is the first prophet to mention it explicitly, 
the idea probably dates much earlier in Israel's 
history. 
G.A.Barton, ~Religion 2.f. Israel, pp. 58 f'f. 
believes in the authenticity of the covenant at 
Horeb in which he is the ger.m of much of Israel's 
ethical development. 
Herman Schultz, ~Testament Theology (translated 
by J.A.Paterson), ii, lf. thinks the idea of the 
covenant early. 
R.L.Ottley, Religion of Israel, p. 103, says: 11 The 
concepti on of a covenant binding the nation to ill n 1 
is believed by_some scholars to have been introduced 
into Jewish religion by the book of Deuteronomy. 11 
.Paul Karge, Geschichte ~ Bundesgedanke i£ ~· 
agrees that the. word covenant is used only in Hosea 
before Jeremiah, and then in passages critically 
questioned. He says (Vorwort s. v): 11Die angeno~ene 
Ungeschichtlichk~it des Sinai~bundes scheint durch / 
die Ta tsach~gestutzt · zu werden, dass in den Hl testen 
geschichtlichen Bftchern und bei den alteren Schrift-
propheten von ~inem . Bunde~~verhaltniss sehr selten 
die 'Rede i st • 11 
A.B.Davidson, article "Covenant" in ll.B.D.,i, 512, 
wiseljl; says: !'The question of' the covenant runs up 
• 
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rene'~.n.r ing the covenant being an appeal to the facts of 
history while Hosea in speaking of the sins of Israel 
says,"They have transgressed the covenant of 
(Hosea 8:1) ,and in the picture of the renewed Israel 
mentions a covenant to be instituted by which even the 
birds and beasts shall be included, rebetrothal of Is-
rael to n1n~. That the lasting part of the New Cove-
nant is not the Covenant but the newness,-- inwardness, 
individualimn, and forgiveness of s i n mak es it not the 
less dependent upon the idea of the Covenant in hiE-
tory, for there are immanent in it both the national and 
the individual. "It is a national covenant made with 
the house of Israel; a~d at the same time it is in-
dividual resting on the possession by each member of 
the coramunity of personal knowledge of God. This no 
doubt involves a fonnal incongruity, but it is one 
which runs throughout the whole of the Old Testament 
and belongs to the inherent limitations of the old 
dispensation. The prophet has to put new wine in old 
bottles. 111 As Hosea took t h e old Semitic figure of 
the marriage relation as symbolic of the relation 
into what is the main question of 014 Testament 
religious history: viz., to what date is the 
conception of o1n, as an absolutely eth ical 
being to be assigned?" · 
1. cf. Skinner, p. 333. 
. 
. 
' . 
' 
• 
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between God and Israel, so Jeremiah took the ancient 
and honorable but much abused conceptionl of the cove-
nant and revived and deepened it into a great spiritual 
ideal. · 
Summarizing we may say of' Jeremiah's doctrine 
J 
of the future that, while there are long steps forward 
taken by the prophet in this connection, nevertheless 
iu a certain limited conception of its character, in 
the small place which he gives the Messiah, in the 
lack of stress on "The Day", in his viewpoint of t h e 
restored commonwealth, and even in his conseption 
of the New Covenant he is more akin to Hosea t h an to 
o there of the great prophetic train. 
Def'ini te language 
and figures in 
Jeremiah which are 
parallel to those 
in Hosea. 
The last point we shall con-
sider in our study is the use of 
definite language and figures in 
Jeremiah which seem to be taken 
f r om Hosea. The following list of parallel passages 
may sh ow either t hat Jeremiah was dependent upon Hosea, 
or that Hosea's book was edited by a hand later than 
Jeremiah which either edited his book ·also, or was 
under his influence. Now it is true that some of the 
same passag es in both books are questioned by some schol-
1. cf. supra, footnote. 
• 
• 
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are (cf. Hosea 3:5b; Jer. 30:9), but by no means all 
of them are dubious. Indeed scholars disagree so greatly 
that one cannot place a great deal of dependence on 
that criterion alone as indicative of a common editorial 
hand. Furthermore, there are points of similarity 
which are so striking that they cannot be regarded 
solely as editorial additions, unless one supposes as 
skilled and thoughtful an editor as the prophets them-
selves (e.g., the figure of marriage and its inter-
pretati on and i mplications). Such an editorial hand is 
uncommon. If the editor influenced by Jeremiah at-
tempted to bring the book of Hosea up to date by in-
serting reminiscences of Jeremiah, it is strang e that 
he did not do more thorough and more detailed a piece 
of work. 'Vhile I recognize that there is no assent-
compelling proof of any of these hypotheses, in view of 
the similari tie·s which we have traced throughout our 
study, I think the most natural and most probable con-
clusion is that Jeremiah was dependent upon Hosea whose 
language, style and figures awoke in him a response • 
- J 3~-
. A ~OMPARISON OF FI GURES AN.D PHRASES COMMON TO 
HOSEA 
2:17(15) 
HOSEA AND JERE:MIAH. 
• 
·JEREMIAH 
:2b 
il'' llT ~ ~ :\l~J lJ1CJ 
I r emember concerning 
t hee the loving kindness of 
thy youth , the love of thy 
bridal days , how thou wentest 
after me in the wilderness, 
in a .land not sovm . 
Both pass~'t~es ~ive words of 171 il., in regard to t he youth 
of the nation . The Hosea pa s age has be en criticzed , but 
following Schmidt( cf . sunra , . 29 )we regard it a s authentic . 
Note J eremiah's use of ose 's word ,~esed. 
4:7 
The ir g:}. ory in+o shame I 
will change. 
7: 11 
And Ephraim is l i ke a sill 
dove with out understanding 
(he Rrt ) :unto ~P-;ypt they 
call ,to AssyriP they ~o. 
"' 2:ll c 
~1 12 111J: l , L~ ~ C~J 
... J! . .,. 
.. - ''Yl\' 
But my people have changed 
their glory for that ~hi ch 
doth not profit . 
2:18 
. . . . . 
I m· ~ ll1 '7 ~, '7 ~ i1 D1 
And now 'Nhat is to thee the 
way t o ~gypt---- -Rnd what is 
to thee the way to Assyria? 
Not e the r el a.t; onship to A syria and to Egypt. 
*Cf. Arnold Enhod and Ark , .76 , note 2 . 
' -
• 
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v:~,6:9,10:5(af.4:9) 2:8,26 ,2 7. 
Tone of warning aga.inst p iests is found in both . 
1:2a 
]'lK;J ;JJ Hl il J 1 ~ :: 
il 1iP ~ lmn::: 
For the l and doth whore 
exaeedin~SlY from s.fter 
i11i7,_ 
3:9 
::T;J mn 1 J~;J fll{ I·'N' Jfll }'l H'il 
And it aame to pass through 
the ligh ness of her whore-
dom that she pollute d the 
land and committed adultery 
~! ~!1 ~~~ ; ~_ s e.~& trees. 
The J eremiah secti on he re is r egarde as dubi ous by 
me.ny saholars. 
1-3 
The whole figur e of adultery e.nd marri ge as applied t o 
14!5 3:22 ( af. 2ba,JA) 
J tt · J iJJ l JCJ.i!i~ tf':2 V~' C ~S ~ 18 ~~ C ' JJ l t:.' L: ' .:2 1 J F.. 
IsrP..el 
I will heal their backsl iding 
I wil l l ove themrnfreely; for 
my ange:r1is turned a·•Jey from h m. 
Het urn,ye. backsiidlng chi1d-
r en ,fo r I will heal your 
be.akslidings. 
10: 12 
__ ..... 
~- · · 
l ' J CJ7 
4: 3 
; i·;l l ' J cJ/ n ' J 
: ~ ~:,-~~: i.Y!! ~' 
3 ow for yourselves to ri ghteo t sne~Seak up for yo urselve s 
ree:p !?.ccording to kindness; fallo w ground , and do not 
break up your fallow 15ro tmd. sow among thorns . 
13:15 
lJlcc--nn 
The wind-·-from the li!Jilderness 
*Cf . Arnold ,opus ci t. p.76,n •• 
J 
4:11 
IJlCJ nn 
A- ---wind -------in the ~ilde~ 
ne ss . 
• 
4:3 
,,, 
.!:he 
5:7 
_, 34-
\" l t{il 7J~fl 
earth shPll mourn . 
11JJ il1li,J 
4 :28 ( cf . 23:lo ) _ .., ~ 
l'l t{, I r J 1 i i 
fhe earth shgll mo 11r n 
t>!ll 
They have d eF~ lt trea.cher us -
ly with \II iT' 
li lli' D~.l il11 ii , 
For they have de alt treach-
erously with me , the house 
of Israel and the house of 
J udah , Sai th il1i1"' 
6 :10 
Use of li ' lll~1~' 
for Isr ae l' s sin against 
ill if' 
7:11 
5 : 30( 'l}f . 18 =13) 
"'f iii n tt' 
'v • -
similarly Dl~ tu' 
5:21 
Note emphasis on lack of U1derstanding , -in Hebrew, "he art: 
2~3 6:8 
:.~ Land will be made desolate ,wild ..... rne ss , unless she retunas 
4•2 7:9 
· ~~ J 1 n~'l ' 9E.J1 ~"l J.JJii 
---swearing---and steal-
ing , and committing adultr 
11 :1 , 13 :4 
,D '7 ' nt\lp D ,l ~t::i.: 1 
1"11\C l , jj"/1\ il1 il , 
C , l~C' 
And from Egypt did I call 
my son . 
n YTP thy God from the 
land of ll.gypt. 
Both show that InTI., was Isra 
8:13 
.,( 7Dt{ , 1 l V:.' J liD T , · 
~h~y sacrifice flesh and 
eat it . 
9: 7 
The days of vistati on are c 
Cf . also use of verb ~uJ.:> 
in Hosea 4:5 
--e'teal:.murde·r, and commit ( 
adultery . 
7 :22 f( C!f . 2 :6 ) 
\"1~0 Df11!\ !'{ , ~ 1il Cl ,J 
C' l::5C 
In , the day that I brou gh t 
them from the l and of 
Egypt . 
(N ote attitude toward sacri-
fice • C!f . ho s . 6 : 6 ) 
l ' s god from the Exodus. 
7!21 
1~/J 1 '7 : H 1 o:: , iiJ T 
(Add your bttrnt offerings 
unto~ your sacrifices , and 
eat ye flesh . 
6:12 
me . 
They shall fal l with them 
that fall , in the time of 
their visitation they shall 
be cast down. 
.. 
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Because they r e f use to r e -
tnrn . 
12:12 
L , ~J : D~ l n~T C CJ 
8 :4 , 5 
They refuse to return . 
9:10. 
Also their alt f1 rs as heaps. And I will make Jerusalem 
heaps. 
4:3 12:4 
Figure of despl ation inc ludes n ot only land mourning , but 
a lso effect on ani mal world. 
m:l3{cf. 9:9) 
Dfll{~n li/8 , 1 OJ H1 
ij7 i7 ~ doth n6 t accept the m; 
now will he rPmember 
the ir L iniqait~ e vis±~ 
•h~ir l SinB ~ l~ 
H.:t+ k~Scf~fJ il l iP lC~ , 1 
s :s 
And illn, s aid unto him , 
cal l his nam~ 
lJ ~mn 1, K· , 7:: 
14: :. 10 
G.Ji~ 1:T, ilfl'y D~n t-;·1 il lil,l 
cm:tJn 1ps , 1 
il }jl '1 doth not accept them; 
now will he re~ber thei r 
ini quity and visit thei r Bins. 
20:3 
f\~ 1 ilCl , V ~\ ' l i.:;t{ , 1 
lC~t' il l ;~, ~ ~v 
And J eremiah said unto him 
~1], hath not called his 
name . 
22:28 
ve sse 1 \JV'he rein none de 1 ghte th. 
13: 1 5 25:34 
Similarly, a goodly vessel 
. l 5 :L4 , 13:7 25:38 
illil, i s picture d in his r e latio ship to Israel as a lion.~ 
3:5 30 : 9 
( 'Of . discussi on in loc . stlp a. ~Ia.ny scholars t hink the ·. 
Hosea passage tm f{ ue stionab y late ) 
r l r.:J 1 , 11 D!\ 1 
And t hey shqll seek 
their God and Dpvid their 
king. 
--
Dil , ifi\' ii l il , n\· llJ~. , 
c.;: 7c 111 
They shall serve t heir 
God ,and Davi a their king -- -
• 
'2 :25 
( Re stored Is r ae 1 she.ll· be 
· ·-: call him 0, il ;-x 
2: 24 - 1'-IU - ' ~l'"' "l u-1 DH 1 p 1 J I i In J I J ,. ; I ...:. I'd I 
l~D'n mn ~m , nil 
And the earth shall answer 
the grain ,and the new wine, 
and the oil-- -
11 :1 
Note: C' l Elt-; used later in 
chapter 
When Isr~ el was a child~ 
I loved him, and from 
Egypt d.id I ca.ll my son . 
30:22 
a lle d by in iP : , 'Ot.:L and· · S.Ji'e.ll 
3l:le 
i'il ii, Jl tQ /H ll ii.:l l I I 1 1 l}.:lll HCi 
1n~ , ~~ 1 w1, n 1~ 1 JJl ~0 
they sha.ll vome and sing- --and -
<>ft ~~~~.t gl ~}{l!r ~f~h~h~n~0 ~ sne ~ 
thE"> new wine ,and to the oil--
Figure of Israel as a child . 
I s Ephraim my dear son, B.J 
darling child? 
(Note:there are other simi le passages of which , howe ver , 
the auth .nticity in th case of one or both is so 
dubious as to make a compa rison worth little.) 
• 
• 
Conclusions from 
the similarities 
between Hosea and 
Jeremiah. 
Our study of similarities com-
plete, we have only to draw our 
conclusions therefrom. As I 
said earlier, we cannot be dogmatic in the matter. 
Nevertheless, I regard the following as certainties: 
(1) Hosea exerted a strong influence upon Jeremiah. 
Ideas and images are strongly colored by those of the 
earlier prophet. 
(2) It is not enough to say that mere temperament or 
mere similarity in background can account for such 
resemblances. Behind it must be something less vague 
and shadowy. 
(3) The verbal similarities are g reat also. There has 
been an attempt to show that many of them are due to 
the ability of later editors who made Hosea corres-
pond to Jeremiah. But I think that the number and 
variety of the references, the lack of conformity of 
the two in any long and elaborate passages, a~e against 
any such proposition. More likely far is the hypothe-
sis that gives familiarity on the part of Jeremi ah 
with Hosea's writings as the real ground of the simi-
lari ty • 
(4) Another very interesting conclusion is that Jere-
miah'e early writings bear the strongest similarity 
to Hosea, though some traces may be found in later chap-
• 
• 
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ters. This shows again the likelihood that Jeremiah was 
familiar with the book, since a young author, as most 
readers of ''freshman themes" in College English can 
tell us, frequently becomes so steeped in the writings 
of an older author whom he admires that his style re-
flects his mo~el. As a writer matures and develops his 
own style, it becomes increasingly less like the model. 
So Jeremiah, using similar figures and even ideas, 
shows hie dependence upon Hosea in his earlier Chap-
ters; but because he grows in knowledge and eocperi ence, 
he develops a style of hie own which is unique. 
(5) The question of how Jeremiah obtained Hosea's 
book, or that portion of it which he possessed, is 
by no means an easy one. Ewald's suggeetionl that 
Hosea, driven from his native land, went to Judah and 
t h ere wrote hie book is an interesting one, but by no 
means well-substantiated. In fact, it seems to me 
mere conjecture and is a pparently unsupported even by . 
tradition. It wo uld be interesting could we draw a 
picture of the boy Jeremiah, sensitive and introspective, 
pouring over books, with the scroll of Hosea his most 
precious possession, a part of him. But such a picture 
we can draw only in i magination. The fact t hat Anathoth 
was of the tribe of Benjamin makes it possible that 
1. Ewald, Pronhets. pp. 212 f. 
•• 
• 
it shared the traditions of the north rather than of 
the south; that its sympathies were northern rather 
than southern is known. If Hosea's oracles had been 
preached about the northern kingdom until they had, 
like oriental stories of all ages, bec·ome common 
property we should be able to di a cover a po ssi bl e rea-
son for Jeremiah's familiarity with them. But all 
this is but conjecture. We do not know how Hosea's 
book came into Jeremiah's hands any more than we know 
how the E. document reached Judah. 
( 6) Lest it may be thought by any of our friends 
that we have taken away from the greatness and strength 
of Jeremiah, making him a mere copyiBt or reproducer 
of ideas already existing, we hasten to remark t hat 
we absolve ourselves from such a charge. Few men if 
any co uld have a present and a future without the past. 
The self-made man may boast of his ability in making 
himself, but the world knows that no man can make h i m-
self. Past generations are stepping stones for both 
present and future. The orig inality of Jeremiah lies 
in the fact that, standing upon the battlements of mhe 
past, he has a broader and a more extensi·ve view, 
his horizon is more extended than that of his prede-
cessors. Jeremiah wa s a genius in that he gave us 
new conceptions like the New Covenant in terms of, 
• 
• 
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but transcending, the familiar. He stressed a univer-
sality of outlook wholly foreign to Hosea; he ma de 
personal piety, the relation not of the nation but 
of the individual to God the criterion of true reli-
gion; he spoke of the New Covenant between G·J d and 
1 
man as written upon the heart. Erbt suggests that 
Jeremiah w~ s the first exponent of the oppositi on be-
t ween the voice of God and the impulse of the human 
heart. But Hosea also gives us the struggle between 
righteousness and mercy (6:4; 7:15; ll:Bf) with an 
intensity which Jeremiah at least does not surpass. 
The different between the two prophets, as Skinner 
points out2 , lies in the fact that Hosea, projecting 
the conflict back into the heart of ~1TI 1 feels that 
"both sides of his nature represent aspects of the 
mind of illiP toward Israel. So far as the idea of 
God is concerned that is perhaps the highest truth 
that prophetic theology ever reached. 11 Jeremiah 21; 20 
expresses the same truth. Wnat Jeremiah adds is the 
~onsciousness of a conflict represented by a "dia-
lQgue of' two vo i ces within himself, one k nown to be 
divine, the other consciously his own. 113 Another 
marked difference between Hosea and Jeremiah is 
found in their respective attitudes toward the cult. 
1. Jeremia und seine Zeit, p. 199. 
2. op. cit.:--Ii. 48. 
3. cf. 20:7-12. 
• 
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Hosea seams to regard it as impossible for the peo ple 
to worship in a forei gn land, the cultus being de-
pendent upon the possessiom of the land of Israel. 
Jeremiah's emphasis upon the religion of the heart, 
of communion between God and the individual, precludes 
any such possibility. Of course there are many details 
of the res nective experiences of the two prophets 
which are dissimilar1 also. The historical situajrion 
too was not the same, despite some general character-
istics such as laxity of morals, especially in con-
nection with religion. Nevertheless Jeremiah drew 
inspiration from the preachers of the past, men of 
old time: Amos, Hosea, Micah, Isaiah -- particularly 
from Hosea. The genius of the prophet is just this: 
not so much to advance new ideas as to restamp old 
ones with his own peculiar meaning. New wine in .old 
bottles bursts the bottles and spreads ov er much more 
s pace than its maker originally intended. The prophetic 
mantle falls from the shoul ders of the old to those 
of the young, but the mantle, though more or less 
differently draped and elaborated and fantastically 
ornamented is nevertheless the same:-- the message of 
God is its fabric, and it is fringed with prayer. 
The fact that it has been worn by others is always 
known to the prophet and enhances its value. Indeed, 
• 
one of the great features of the Hebrew religion 
which gave it its lasting strength and power is the 
quality of continuity. This continuity of the pro-
phetic stream it is which gave to Israel her lofty con-
ception of the ethical character of God. an ideal which 
raised her teligi8n above the vulgarity and obscenity 
of some of the other religions of the time. and made 
possible an ethical view of man,of his destiny, of the 
whole of life. Without such continuity the light of 
the religgon of 01~ 1 from which was kindled the torch 
of Christianity would have gone out. Jeremiah handed on 
that torch "well-trimmed and burning bright" to his 
followers, who were also followers of the gleam. And 
their light lit the pathway of one who came i .nto the 
world that men might have life and have it more abun-
dantly. 
• 
• 
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SUMMARY 
The problem we have discussed in the present 
paper is two-fold: a survey of some of the most 
pressing critical problems connected with Hosea 
and with Jeremiah; and a comparison of the two pro-
phets. from the aspects of t heir descent, environment, 
and teaching, followed by a word study of similar 
passages f r om the two books. The conclusi ons from the 
comparison reveal the close relationship between the 
two prophets which I think is best explained by a direct 
dependence o.f Jeremiah u po n Hosea. We have established 
the following points: 
I. Th e book of Hosea, eo badly mutilated tex-
tually that it tempts one to drastic measures, 111:as- pre-
pared in part by Hosea, the two sections developing 
in literary form at the same time, ?43-735; the in-
S£o,d 
fl uenc e on such later books as Deuteronomy, ,.Isaiah and 
Je r emiah shows the pre-exili~ existence of the book, 
though many scholars think there was a Judaist ic re-
vision after the exile, a.nd some think the redaction 
continued till after the Greek period, the prophetic 
books being published c. 200 B.C. 
II. Chapters 1 and 3, which are of peculiar in-
terest because of a similar analogY\i,n Jeremiah, a.re in-
terpreted in various ways, the best of which I consider 
• 
• 
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the arrangement of Chapter 3 between 1:9 and 2:1; the 
question of Hosea's marriage may best be dealt with 
proleptically rather than literally or allegorically, 
since the story thus interpreted has the ring of' truth 
in it, is experiential without being obnoxious 
morally, a.nd is typical of the reaction of' human na-
ture to such a situation. 
III. The original and essential elements in Hosea 
are difficult to discover, but certain principles on 
which material may be rejected or accepted may be found. 
IV. The book of Jeremiah, cover i ng a long 
period of time ( 626- af'tef! 586) is by no means a unity; 
certain stages in its campo si tion and compilation 
may be recognized, many of which are more or less 
hypothetical, but some of which are well substantiated 
by the text: the ro 11, the roll rewritten, these pro-
phecies plus those of the years 603-586, narratives 
relating to events afte r 586 B.C. added probably not 
until toward the end of the exile, and two other 
g ro ups of writings added at some ipde'finite period,-
biographical narratives at least some of which are 
from Baruch' s hand, and numerous additions, glosses, 
and interpolations from exili:c, and post-exili:c times. 
V • . The contents of the roll of Baruch which 
forms for us an interesting problem in seeking to d€tE..,-rninG 
• 
• 
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genuine Jeremianic material, cannot be exa ctly de-
termined; it probably consisted of 1;1-2,4-19; 2-6 
(exce pt parts of Chapter 3); 7-9• 10:17-25; possibly 
the nucleus of 11; 12;1-3,5,6; the nucleus of 25, 
and additional material which we cannot now trace. 
VI. A comparison of the Masoretic and LXX 
texts reveals that there is more difference between 
them in the case of Jeremiah than in the case ~r 
any other part of the Old Testament; careful comparison 
of the tex:ts has, however, not established the uncon-
citional superiority of either, but has led many 
scholars t o believe they are two different recensi ons 
of Jeremiah, or the same recension in two stages of its 
history. 
VII. As we view the books of Hosea and Jeremiah, 
we discover many striking similarities from which 
we may draw interesting coU,clusions; there are traces 
of Hosea's influence in many books, but nowhere is it 
more marked_ than in Jeremiah; hence it is our problem~o 
discover the relationship between the two books. 
VIII. Similarities between Hosea and Jeremiah 
may be traced in the following points: their respec-
tive relationshipf to Deuteronomy; their respective 
temperament f and heritage :--; the circumstances under 
which they preached; their respective attitudes toward 
• 
• 
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Israel's history, \l'(f/", the worship of other gods, 
ne.ture worship, and the Baalim; their res pective times; 
their respective attempts to make national religion 
personal; their concepti on of Israel's desolation 
wrought by her own faithlessness; their respective 
attitudes toward Israel's 11 lack of knowledge" and 
"the day"; their limited pictures of the future; 
their vocabulary and figures of speech. 1 d d +t> be. cone u. e 
IX. · , From these similarities are :QJHo sea's 
.. 
influence on Jeremiah was so strong that it cannot be 
accounted for ~ovholly on the basis of mere similarity 
of circumstances or of personality;~erbal similari-
ties make it probable that Jeremiah shows at least 
in the early part of his ministry familiarity with 
Hosea's writings, though we do not know how he could 
have obtained them. 
X. These conclusions do not belittle Jeremiah; 
he is different from Hosea and he has an original con-
tribution which is in advance of the ea rlier prophet. 
He does draw on the pa st, a.s all great men do, and 
like other great prophets of the ages, restamps old 
idea s with his own peculiarities; ne is a p~rt 
of the continuous prophetic stream which gave Israel 
her lofty concepti ons of God, man, and all life,and 
led up to the teachings of Jesus Christ. 
• 
• 
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"He presses on before the race 
And sings out of a silent place • 
Like faint notes of a forest bird 
On heights afar that voice is heard; 
And the dim path he breaks to-day 
Will some time be the trodden way. 
But when the race comes toiling on 
That voice of wonder will be gone--
But heard on higher peaks afar, 
Moved upward with the morning star, 
0, men of earth, that wondering voice 
Still goes the upward way: rejoice!" 
• 
i 
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